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 .The irreducible Brauer characters of SL q are investigated for primes l notn
 .dividing q. They are described in terms of a set of ordinary characters of SL qn
whose reductions modulo l are a generating set of the additive group of general-
ized Brauer characters and the decomposition numbers of this set. These decompo-
sition numbers are described by combinatorial means in terms of the decomposi-
 .tion numbers of GL q . The latter have been investigated in great detail the lastn
15 years and are known completely for n F 10. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The ordinary irreducible characters of finite general linear groups have
been investigated beginning with the fundamental work of Schur. The
Ä  .generic character table for the general linear group G [ GL q isn
 .known. The special linear group G [ SL q is generally investigated byn
 .embedding it into GL q . A labeling of its characters and some resultsn
w xabout their values were obtained in 26 . Digne et al. explicitly computed
 w x.more character values of G see 4 .
ÄThe investigation of irreducible l-modular Brauer characters of G, for a
Äprime l dividing the order of G but not dividing q, started at the end of
 w x.the seventies. Various articles of P. Fong and B. Srinivasan see 13 and
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 w x.R. Dipper and G. James see 7, 11, 24 determined the distribution of
Ächaracters of G into l-blocks and large parts of its decomposition matrix.
w xIn particular, the latter was completely determined for n F 10 in 24 .
A first investigation of the decomposition matrices of the special linear
w xgroups was done by M. Geck in 14 . The distribution of ordinary charac-
w xters of G into blocks for l odd and dividing q y 1 was determined in 2 in
case l ) 3.
We will use the general tool of Deligne]Lusztig induction for finite
groups of Lie type. Thus we have to consider the connected algebraic
Ägroup G, defined as the general linear group of degree n over the
Äalgebraic closure F of the field with q elements. Then G is the set of fixedq
Ä Ä Äpoints of G under the Frobenius morphism F: G “ G, raising entries of a
Ä Ämatrix in G to the qth power. The connected algebraic subgroup G of G,
consisting of matrices of determinant 1, is F-stable and has F-fixed points
ÄG. To the embedding G ¤ G corresponds a projection of dual groups.
Äp : G “ G* s PGL F . /n q
ÄOne difference between G and G is that the latter has a connected center,
while the former has not. Most important is that the centralizer of a
Äsemi-simple element of G is an F-stable Levi subgroup and thus its F-fixed
Äpoints form a regular subgroup of G. The non-connectedness of the center
of G causes several problems. The most important one for us is that the
centralizer of a semi-simple element in G* is not necessarily connected.
ÄThe approach of this paper is to transfer the results for G which were
used by R. Dipper and G. James to determine decomposition numbers of
Ä  w x.G in terms of those of q-Schur algebras see 11 . To do so we have to
Ägeneralize various results for G, in particular the connection between the
Äl-modular representation theory of G and the representation theory of
q-Schur algebras. We proceed as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce a generalization of the q-Schur algebra of
w xtype A investigated in 11 . We show that the decomposition matrix of this
new algebra can be derived from the q-Schur algebras of type A.
Section 3 investigates Gelfand]Graev lattices of G to provide a tool for
the following sections. In particular, Gelfand]Graev lattices will be used
to label Brauer characters of G. Moreover, we investigate the
Harish]Chandra restrictions of regular characters of G.
In Section 4 we introduce and investigate projective restriction systems
for finite groups with split BN-pairs in fact just a specialized version of
.them, a more general one will be treated in a forthcoming paper .
Theorem 4.6 gives the connection between the modular representation
theory of generalized q-Schur algebras and the modular representation
theory of finite groups with split BN-pairs.
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w xSection 5 is an extension of 18, Sect. 4 . Theorem 5.9 describes the local
submodules of the reduction modulo l of certain quotients of the
Ä Gelfand]Graev lattices of Levi subgroups of G one of these lattices is the
unique quotient lattice of the Gelfand]Graev lattice affording the Stein-
.berg character . Proposition 5.11 then shows that these quotient lattices
are pure sublattices in the Harish]Chandra induction of corresponding
lattices of smaller Levi subgroups. This will enable us to apply Section 4 to
obtain the central step in the determination of decomposition numbers of
ÄG in terms of decomposition numbers of q-Schur algebras. Then the
results are transferred to G to get a similar theory.
As an intermediate and preliminary result we determine in Section 6 the
 .complete decomposition matrix of characters in Lusztig series E G, s for
semi-simple elements s g G* of order prime to l in terms of the decompo-
 .sition matrices of generalized q-Schur algebras see Theorem 6.3 .
In Section 7 the number of cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters of
 .Levi subgroups of G is determined Theorem 7.9 . Moreover, in Corollary
7.10 we show that every cuspidal irreducible Brauer character of G has a
reduction stable lift.
The decomposition numbers of the Harish]Chandra series of reduction
stable lifts of cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters of Levi subgroups of
G are then determined in terms of the decomposition numbers of general-
 .ized q-Schur algebras in Section 8 Theorem 9.2 .
Section 9 finally shows how one can choose a basic set of characters
within the Harish]Chandra series of reduction stable lifts of cuspidal
 .irreducible Brauer characters of Levi subgroups of G see Theorem 9.4 .
w x  .As the last result we refine 1, Theoreme 2 for G Proposition 9.6 .Â Á
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In the following we fix notation for every section separately. However,
some notation is used throughout the article.
1.1. Let n, m g N. The greatest common divisor of n and m is
 .denoted by gcd n, m . The maximal power of a prime l which divides n is
denoted by n and we set n [ nrn . Similarly, for an abelian group H,l l9 l
we use the notation H for the maximal subgroup of H of l-power orderl
and H for its complement. For l prime to the order of h g H, we sayl9
that h is l-regular or that h is an l9-element.
1.2. As we are concerned with modular representation theory of a
finite group H, say, let K be a splitting field of characteristic zero for H
and all its subgroups. Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with
quotient field K and let k denote its residue field. We assume that k is of
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characteristic l for some prime l dividing the order of H. That is, we
 4always assume K, O, k to be an l-modular splitting system for the group
H actually considered. In the following, blocks, Brauer characters, etc., are
 4always understood with respect to K, O, k . We identify the set of complex
irreducible characters of H and the set of irreducible KH-characters and
 .denote these sets by Irr H .
1.3. If H F H are finite groups we denote the restriction of an1 2
<H -character x to H by x and the induction of an H -character c toH2 1 11
H by c H 2. A similar notation is used for modules. The center of H is2 2
 . < <denoted by Z H and the index of H in H by H : H . In the following2 1 2 2 1
we have to deal with direct products H s H = ??? = H . Every H -mod-1 m i
ule or character is viewed via inflation as an H-module respectively
character.
 41.4. For R g K, O, k and some R-algebra A, we consider A-modules.
Every A-module is understood to be a left module, finitely generated over
R. An A-lattice is an A-module which is free over R. For two A-lattices V ,i
 . w xwe denote the R-rank of Hom V , V by V , V . Let A9 be a subalge-A 1 2 1 2 A
bra of A and let V be some A-module.Then the restriction of V to A9 is
<denoted by V . By A m V 9 we denote the induction of some A9-moduleA9 A9
V 9 to A. If R s O and X is some A-lattice, we denote the k m A-latticeO
Ãk m X by X. The K m A-lattice K m X shall be denoted by X. UnderO O O
the decomposition numbers of the lattice X we understand the multiplici-
Ãties of the irreducible K m A-modules in X 9 for the isomorphism classesO
of indecomposable direct summands X 9 of X. Correspondingly we under-
stand under the decomposition numbers of A the decomposition numbers
of the projective A-lattices.
1.5. For the following lemma we need some notation. Let N F H be
finite groups with splitting field K. Assume that N is a normal subgroup of
H of index prime to l such that HrN is cyclic. In particular, the restriction
to N of an irreducible character or Brauer character of H is multiplicity
free and two irreducible characters or Brauer characters have identical
restriction to N or they have no common constituent. Suppose that the
 .decomposition matrix of S ; Irr H is square lower unitriangular. In
particular, the reductions modulo l of the characters in S are a basis of
the group of generalized Brauer characters of H. Assume that S is stable
 . under multiplication with elements in Irr HrN viewed as a subset of
 ..Irr H . Suppose that the reductions modulo l of the characters in
< <S [ a g Irr C a is a constituent of b for some b g S 4 . CC
are a basis of the group of generalized Brauer characters of C for every
N F C F H. We say x g S corresponds to an irreducible Brauer character
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f of H if for some square lower unitriangular decomposition matrix of S
the ith row denotes the decomposition numbers of x and the ith column
denotes the multiplicity of f in the reduction modulo l of the elements in
S we remark that it follows from elementary linear algebra that with this
.definition to x there corresponds a unique f .
1.6. LEMMA. Let x g S correspond to the Brauer character f.
 . < <a The number of summands of x and f is equal.N N
 . < X <b Let x 9 g S correspond to f9. Then x s x if and only ifN N
< <f s f9 .N N
 .c The decomposition matrix of S is square lower unitriangular for anN
appropriate ordering of the elements of S and the Brauer characters of N.N
Proof. By proceeding in minimal steps, we may assume without loss
< <that H : N is a prime p. Assume that we have a square lower unitriangu-
lar decomposition matrix M of S. We label a character x in S and its
corresponding Brauer character by the number of the row in M denoting
the decomposition numbers of x . Now we proceed by induction. By
assumption, the rows and columns of the decomposition matrix of S mustN
be linearly independent.
Assume that the assertion is true for i - n. We set
< <S [ a g Irr N a is a constituent of x for some x g S and i F m 4 . Nm i i
< <  .for 1 F m F S with S the empty set . Then the decomposition matrix of0
<S is square lower unitriangular. Assume that f is irreducible andNny1 n
< < <that x has p summands. Then x is unequal to x for n / m. ItN N Nn n m
follows that the rows of the decomposition matrix of S are not linearlyn
independent. However, they also appear as rows of the decomposition
matrix of S . This is a contradiction to the invertibility of the latter. ForN
the following proof by induction we thus can restrict attention to the case
<that x is irreducible.Nn
< <Case n s 1. Assume that x is irreducible and that f has pN N1 1
< <summands. Then f is unequal to f for 1 / m. However, there mustN N1 m
< < <exist some x with x s x and m / 1, a contradiction as xN N Nm 1 m m
< < <contains f as constituent while x does not. Assume that both xN N Nm 1 1
< < < < <and f are irreducible and that x s x . Then x contains fN N N N N1 1 m m m
< < < <as constituent. However, x s f thus f s f .N N N N1 1 1 m
< <Case n ) 1. Assume that x is irreducible and that f has pN Nn n
< < <summands. Then f is unequal to f for n / m. Thus for x , itN N Nn m n
< < <must hold m G n. Let r ) 0 with x s x . Then f must beN N Nn nqr nqr
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< < <irreducible otherwise it cannot be a constituent of x s x . As fN N Nn nqr n
< <is unequal to f for n / m, there exists some s ) 0 with f sN Nm nqr
<f and f is a constituent of x . By the induction hypothesis itNnys nys n
< < <follows that x s x s x . Again by the induction hypothesis itN N Nnys nqr n
< <follows that f s f , a contradiction to our assumption. In theN Nn nys
< <same way it follows that if both x and f are irreducible andN Nn n
< < < <x s x then f s f . The square unitriangularity of S followsN N N Nn m n m N
 .  .immediately from a and b .
1.7. For a group with split BN-pair M we denote the set of standard
Levi subgroups by L . Here we always understand the set of standard LeviM
subgroups being closed under conjugation by N contrary to definitions
.occasionally found elsewhere in the literature . For L g L , we denoteM
 < 4the set L9 g L L F L9 by L . The normalizer of L in N shall beM Mr L
 .W MrL . Harish]Chandra induction and restriction plays an important
 w x.role for definitions see 19 . For L g L , the functors of Harish]ChandraM
induction and restriction are denoted by R M and T M, respectively. IfL L
 4R g K, k and X an irreducible cuspidal RL-module, we call the set of
isomorphism classes of irreducible submodules of R M X itsL
 .Harish]Chandra series in M. It is denoted by S MrL, X . We remarkR
that this set is equal to the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible
quotient modules of R M X, that is, to the set of isomorphism classes ofL
M  w x.irreducible submodules of the head of R X see 15 . The groupL
 .  .W MrL, X shall be the stabilizer of X in W MrL . Similar notations
hold for characters.
1.8. For any finite group of Lie type, say M, boldface letters denote its
underlying algebraic group; for example, M denotes the underlying alge-
braic group for which M is the set of fixed points of some Frobenius
 .morphism the latter is always assumed to be known . There exist finite
groups of Lie type which can be defined via various non-isomorphic
algebraic groups. However, which one is considered always follows from
the context.
In the theory of Deligne and Lusztig dual groups play an important role.
We denote the dual group of some finite group of Lie type or some
connected algebraic group with the same letter, added upper indices *.
That is, M* and M* denote the dual groups of M and M, respectively. If s
and z are elements of M, we write s ; z if s is conjugate to z in M, andM
s ; z if s is conjugate to z in M.M
If M is connected reductive Harish]Chandra induction and restriction
of characters of M is just a special case of Deligne]Lusztig induction and
 w x.restriction, respectively see 6, Chap. 11 . These functors therefore are
also denoted by R M and T M, respectively. Of importance is the distribu-L L
 .tion of ordinary characters of M into disjoint rational Lusztig series
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 .E M, z , where z runs through a set of representatives of the M*-con-
 w x.jugacy classes of semi-simple elements of M* see, for example, 1 . Every
Lusztig series is a union of Harish]Chandra series. On the other hand for
a semi-simple element s of M* we can form the union of rational Lusztig
series
E M , z \ E M , s .  . .D
z; sM*
called the geometric Lusztig series of s in M. If the center of M is
connected, the geometric and rational Lusztig series coincide.
In the following we have to deal with characters x obtained by
Deligne]Lusztig induction which are up to sign proper characters. In this
case we define "x s x if x is a proper character and "x s yx ,
otherwise.
1.9. We consider groups defined over the field F with q elements forq
some power q of a fixed prime p different to l. As we use Deligne]Lusztig
theory, algebraic groups defined over the algebraic closure F of F appear.q q
The groups we are concerned with are the general linear groups over Fq
and F and the special linear groups over F and F of degree n, denotedq q q
Ä Ä Äby G, G, G, and G, respectively. The Borel subgroups of G and G are
Ä Ädenoted by B and B, their tori by T and T , and their monomial subgroups
Äby N and N, respectively.
Ä1.10. The embedding G ¤ G is a regular embedding inducing the
Äembedding G ¤ G. Thus there corresponds to the latter a projection
pÄ Ä Ä .G* “ G* s PGL q . We identify G and G* via their canonical isomor-n
Äphism and we view every element s g G* as an element of G* by taking
Äits image under p . In particular, for a semi-simple element s g G we
 .   ..   ..define the series E G, s and E G, s as the series E G, p s and
   ...E G, p s , respectively. Corresponding notations hold for every regular
Äembedding M ¤ M of connected reductive algebraic groups and some
Frobenius morphism on them.
We investigate centralizers of semi-simple elements of G*. These are
 wreductive groups, however, not necessarily connected see 23, Theorem
x.2.2 . We therefore denote the connected component of the 1-element of a
reductive group H by H8. If H is the F-fixed points group of H, we denote
the F-fixed points group of H8 by H8.
Ä Ä1.11. Let L g L and L [ L l G. The link between the representa-ÄG
Ätion theory of G and G shows the following equation for any integral
Ädomain R and any RL-module X. It follows from definition that
ÄG G< <R X , R X . 1 .  . .ÄL GL L
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A similar equation holds for Harish]Chandra restriction. It also holds for
Ächaracters, Deligne]Lusztig induction, and every pair M, M coming from
Äa regular embedding M ¤ M of connected reductive algebraic groups.
1.12. Let M again be a finite group of Lie type defined over F . Theq
distribution of complex characters into Lusztig series is not fully compati-
wble with their distribution into l-modular blocks. However, in 1, TheoremeÂ Á
x2.2 it was shown that for every semi-simple element z g M* of order
prime to l, the set
E M , z [ E M , zt .  .Dl
o .FtgC zM* l
is the set of complex characters of a union of l-blocks of M. Here,
 .o  .oF FC z denotes the set of l-elements of C z for some FrobeniusM* l M*
morphism F of the connected reductive algebraic group M* with M*F s
 .M*. The union of blocks containing a character in E M, z is also denotedl
 .by E M, z and is called a rational Lusztig series of blocks. As thel
geometric Lusztig series are unions of rational Lusztig series, a similar
result holds for them. The corresponding union of blocks is denoted by
  ..E M, z .l
Ä1.13. LEMMA. Let M ¤ M be a regular embedding of connected reduc-
Äti¤e algebraic groups defined o¤er F . Let M and M be the fixed points groupsq
Ä Äof some Frobenius morphism on M and M. Then for s g M*, the irreducible
Ä Ä .   ..constituents of the restrictions to M of the characters in E M, s s E M, s
  ..are the characters in the series E M, s . If s is an l9-element, the characters
  ..in E M, s are the irreducible constituents of the restrictions to M of thel
Ä  ..characters in E M, s .l
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the definition of Lusztig
wseries and 1.11. The second one follows from the first one and 21,
xProposition 3.1 .
1.14. Let M be a group with split BN-pair. Let F be a KM-character.
Let M be a set of Levi subgroups of M and let C be a set of characters of
the elements in M. F can be written as the sum F s C q C9 of
KM-characters C and C9 such that an irreducible summand of C is a
summand of some R Mx for L g M and x g C while no summand of C9L
 .is a summand of such a character. We call the character C the M , C -
quotient of F. Let Y be an OM-lattice affording F and let V be its
 .unique pure sublattice affording C9. Then the lattice YrV is called the
 .  .M , C -quotient of Y and is denoted by p Y . Moreover, YrV is M , C .
Ä .  .denoted by p Y . We remark that p Y is not determined by Y M , C .  M , C .
but depends on Y. If M and C both consist of only one element, say L
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 .and x , we also write p Y . Let L be a finite group of Lie type. If ML L, x .L
consists of a single element L and C of the set of cuspidal characters in
 .   ..the series E L, s or E L, s for some semi-simple element s of L*, we
 .  .also write p Y respectively p Y .L, s. L,  s..
1.15. LEMMA. Let the notation be as in 1.14. Let Y and X be OM-lattices.
Then
Y , p X s p Y , p X . .  .  . M , C .  M , C .  M , C .OM OM
If Y is projecti¤e we ha¤e that
Y , p X s Y , p X s p Y , p X . .  .  .  . M , C .  M , C .  M , C .  M , C .OM k M k M
Let L g L . Suppose that M contains with L9 g L e¤ery L9 x for e¤ery x inM M
the monomial subgroup of M and that C consists of cuspidal characters such
that it contains with a KL9-character x also the KL9 x-character x x. Then
M  .  M . M  .T p Y 9 s p T Y 9 for an OM-lattice Y 9, and R p Y sL  M , C .  M , C . L L  M , C .
 M .p R Y for an OL-lattice Y. M , C . L
 . Proof. This follows easily from the definition of M , C -quotients see
w x.18, 3.3 .
2. EXTENDED q-SCHUR ALGEBRAS OF TYPE A
In this section we investigate extended Coxeter groups and extended
Hecke algebras of type A. We assume the reader to be familiar with the
representation theory of Hecke algebras and of q-Schur algebras of type
w xA as investigated in 11 .
2.1. An extended finite Coxeter group H is defined as a semi-direct
product WC of a normal subgroup W e H which is an ordinary Coxeter
group and a complement C of W in H. Throughout this section we
 < 4assume that there are parameters q i g I associated to any knot of thei
Dynkin diagram of W, where I denotes an indexing set of the fundamen-
 < 4tal reflections s i g I of W. We assume that q s q if s is conjugate toi i j i
s in H and that the q 's lie in some integral domain R. Every elementj j
h g H has a unique presentation h s wc for some w g W and c g C.
Every product of a minimal number of fundamental reflections which is
equal to 1 / w g W will be called a reduced expression of w. We define
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 .the Hecke algebra H H as the R-linear space spanned by elementsR
 < 4T h g H , one-element T , and the following multiplication.h 1
<¡ ƒT s T T ??? T s s ??? s s w g W reduced expression .w s s s j j jj j j 1 2 l1 2 l
2~ ¥.T s q T q q y 1 T .s j 1 j sj j¢ §<T T s T h g H , c g Ch c hc
Obviously, if C s 1, this leads to the usual definition of a Hecke algebra
 < 4over R with respect to parameters q i g I .i
2.2. Now we investigate a special extended Hecke algebra. Let R g
 4K, O, k and we assume that all the q , i g I are invertible in R. Wei
assume that W is a direct product of symmetric groups S = ??? = S . That1 t
is, all connected components of its Dynkin diagram are of type A.
Moreover, we assume that C is cyclic of order r and acts on W by cyclic
permutation of isomorphic direct factors. Thus
H , S = ??? = S Z , .1 t r
where S is a symmetric group of degree n , say.i i
 .  .From our assumption it follows that H H is Z -graded over H W andR r R
 w x.we can apply the theory of graded Clifford systems see 5, Sect. 11C .
Moreover, the theory of a graded Clifford system like the one we are
considering is completely analogous to the theory of wreath products of
 w x.groups see 25, Chap. 4 .
<Let C be the subgroup of order s of C for s r. For every direct factors
 .  .S , we view H S with the corresponding parameters as a subalgebra ofi R i
 .H W . We identify it with the algebra generated by the subsetR
<1 m ??? m s m ??? m 1 s at the ith position s g H S 4 .  .R i
 .  .  .of H S m ??? m H S , H W . Let V be some indecomposableR 1 R t R i
 .H S -module for 1 F i F t. Then V [ V m ??? m V is viewed in theR i 1 t
 .usual way as an H W -module. Assume that C is the stabilizer of VR s
Äunder the action of C for some s g N. Then we can define an extension V
 . w x  .of V to H WC analogous to 25, 4.3 . Thus H WC m V decom-R s R s H W .R
poses into s non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands in case
R s K and into s non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summandsl9
 .otherwise. Moreover, every indecomposable direct summand of H WCR s
 .m V remains indecomposable on induction to H H .H W . RR
 .  w x.The representation theory of H S is known to great detail see 11 .R i
Of particular importance are the Young-modules. They are labeled by the
partitions of n and include the indecomposable projective modules.i
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2.3. DEFINITION. Let the notation be as in 2.2. Then the Young-mod-
 .ules of H W are the modules isomorphic to V m ??? m V , for Young-R 1 t
 .  .modules V of H S . The Young-modules of H H are the modulesi R i R
 .isomorphic to indecomposable direct summands of H H m V for aR H W.R
 .Young-module V of H W .R
 .  .  .2.4. The Young-modules of H W inherit via H S m ??? m H S ,R R 1 R t
 . w x  . H W a labeling by multi-partitions l , . . . , l of n , . . . , n where l isR 1 t 1 t i
.some partition of n . For such a multi-partition l, the correspondingi
 .Young-module of H W will be denoted by X .R R , l
The stabilizer in C of X obviously depends only on l. It can beR , l
viewed as the stabilizer of the action of C by permutations on the set of
 .multipartitions of n , . . . , n . We therefore denote this stabilizer by C .1 t l
Via the extension of X to C defined in 2.2, we get a labeling of theR , l l
 .indecomposable direct summands of H H m X by the isomor-R H W . R , lR
phism classes of projective indecomposable modules of RC . We thereforel
 4denote them by X , where t runs through the isomorphism classes ofR , l, t
projective indecomposable modules of RC .l
 .  .It follows that the Young-modules of H H are labeled by pairs l, t ,R
where l runs through a set of representatives of the orbits of C on the set
 .of multipartitions of n , . . . , n and t runs through the set of isomor-1 t
 4phism classes of indecomposable projective RC -modules. For R g O, k ,l
these isomorphism classes are in bijection to the ordinary irreducible
characters of the maximal l9-subgroup C of C .l, l9 l
 .2.5 THEOREM. Let H H be a Hecke algebra o¤er H, where H is theO
extension of a direct product W of symmetric groups by a cyclic group C acting
on W ¤ia permutations of direct factors. Then the decomposition matrix of the
 .Young-modules of H H is lower unitriangular. The decomposition matrix ofO
the set
<Irr H [ X t g Irr C 4 .  .l9 K , l , t l , l9
is square lower unitriangular. In particular, there exists a bijection of the
 .  .isomorphism classes of a subset in Irr H and the projecti¤e H H -l9 O
 .respecti¤ely H H -modules, such that this subset has a square lower unitrian-k
gular decomposition matrix. Moreo¤er, the complete decomposition matrix of
 .the Young-modules of H H can be deri¤ed from the decomposition matrixO
 .of the Young-modules of H W by doubling and deleting suitable rows andO
columns.
Proof. The explicit construction of modules in 2.2 shows how one can
 .derive the decomposition matrix of the Young-modules H H from theO
 .one of H W . To see this we fix two multipartitions l and m ofO
 .n , . . . , n . Let C9 [ C l C . Consider X and X . We first induce1 t l m K , l O , m
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X  X .to C . Let V be the summand of H WC m X corresponding tol9 O l9 H W . O , mO
the projective indecomposable module t of OCX . From the explicit defini-l9
 X .tion of modules in 2.2 it follows that the summand Z of H WC mK l9 H W .K
X corresponding to the irreducible module K m t of KCX appears inK , l O l9
Ã ÃV with the same multiplicity as X does in X and no other summandK , l O , m
X Ã .of H WC m X appears in V. Now we induce to C . TheK l9 H W . K , l m , l9K
 X .module Z9 [ H WC m Z is irreducible. The orbit of l under theK m , l9 H W .K
< X <action of C contains exactly C : C elements. X is invariantm, l9 m , l9 l9 O , m
 X .under the action of C . Thus H WC m V decomposes intom, l9 O m , l9 H W .O
< X <C : C indecomposable direct summands. Let V 9 be such a summand. Itm, l9 l9
Ã Ãfollows that Z9 appears in V 9 with the same multiplicity as X in X .K , l O , m
 .Moreover, V 9 remains indecomposable under induction to H H . ThusO
we know its decomposition numbers.
From square lower unitriangularity of the decomposition matrices of
 .Young-modules of the algebras H S it follows that the decompositionO i
 .matrix of the Young-modules of H W is square lower unitriangular.O
From the above construction it follows that the decomposition matrix of
 .the Young-modules of H H is lower unitriangular and the one withO
 .respect to Irr H is square lower unitriangular.l9
To determine decomposition matrices of special linear groups we indeed
 .will need the decomposition matrices of all Young-modules of H H .O
This can be reformulated to the task of determining decomposition matri-
w xces of the following generalizations of the q-Schur algebras in 11 .
2.6 DEFINITION. Let W denote the parabolic subgroup of W generatedJ
 < 4  4by s j g J ; I and let R g K, O, k . Let Z denote the sign represen-j J
 .tation of H W , such that Z s R as R-module. Define the q-SchurR J J
 .   ..algebra S H with respect to the parameters of H H byR R
S H [ End H H m Z . .  .[R H H . R H W . JR R J /
J;I
 .2.7. COROLLARY. The decomposition matrix of S H is lower unitrian-O
gular. If the order of C is not di¤isible by l, the decomposition matrix of
 .S H is square lower unitriangular.O
Remark. The decomposition matrices of q-Schur algebras of type Am
 w x.are known for m - 10 see 24 . They completely determine the decompo-
Ä  w x.sition matrices of G see 7 . The remainder of this article is to show how
 .extended q-Schur algebras S H play an analogous role for G.O
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3. GELFAND]GRAEV LATTICES AND REGULAR
CHARACTERS OF LINEAR GROUPS
ÄThe l-modular representation theory of G is governed by
ÄHarish]Chandra induction of projective OL-lattices affording the
Ä ÄGelfand]Graev character of L for L g L . It is therefore important toÄG
investigate the corresponding lattices of OG. This has been done by
w xvarious authors in 4, 9, 14 . In this section we first summarize the results
about Gelfand]Graev lattices we need in the following. Then we describe
the connection between cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters and
Gelfand]Graev lattices. For the definition of Gelfand]Graev characters of
w xfinite groups of Lie-type, see 4, Definition 2.7; 14, Sect. 2 .
Ä3.1. Let M ¤ M be a regular embedding of connected reductive alge-
Äbraic groups defined over F . Let F be some Frobenius morphism on Mq
Ä Ä F Fand M. Let M [ M and M [ M . For the torus T of M, we denote by
 .O M a fixed set of the representatives of T-orbits on the set ofU
non-degenerate characters of the unipotent radical U of M for the
w x.  .definition of non-degenerate characters see 3, Sect. 8.1 . For ¤ g O MU
M  4we set G [ ¤ and call the set G the set of Gelfand]GraevM , ¤ M , ¤ ¤ g O M .U
characters of M. As one can see easily, the restriction of a non-degenerate
character to the unipotent radical of a standard Levi subgroup L of M is
again non-degenerate. Moreover, every non-degenerate character of the
unipotent radical of L can be obtained in this way. As T is contained in
every standard Levi subgroup, it is clear that T-orbits of non-degenerate
characters restrict to T-orbits of non-degenerate characters. We thus will
 .  .speak of the restriction of O M to O L . A similar notation shall holdU U
Ä Äfor M and every Levi subgroup of M and M. As l does not divide the
order of U, there exists up to isomorphism a unique projective OM-lattice
Y affording G . This lattice will also be referred to as theM , ¤ M , ¤
Gelfand]Graev lattice for ¤ of M. Again, a similar notation shall hold for
Ä ÄM and every Levi subgroup of M and M.
Ä Ä .As M has connected center, the set O M consists of a single elementU
Ä w x.see 3, Proposition 8.1.2 . The same is true for every Levi subgroup of M.
We thus denote the Gelfand]Graev character and the Gelfand]Graev
Älattice of L g L by G and Y , respectively.Ä Ä ÄM L L
Ä ÄFor the remainder of this section let L g L be fixed and let L [ L lÄM
M g L .M
ÄL .  .3.2. LEMMA. Let ¤ g O L . Then we ha¤e that Y s Y . More-ÄU L L, ¤
Ä Ä  4o¤er, the torus T of M acts transiti¤ely on the set Y by conjuga-L, ¤ ¤ g O L.U
tion.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definition of
wGelfand]Graev characters respectively Gelfand]Graev lattices and 3,
xProposition 8.1.2 .
Ä< <  .  . <3.3. LEMMA. Y is isomorphic to Z L : Z L ? [ Y .Ä LL ¤ g O L. L, ¤¤
w xProof. This was proven in 9, Lemma 2.5 for characters. The asser-
tion about Gelfand]Graev lattices follows easily from the one about
characters.
ÄM  .3.4. LEMMA. T Y is isomorphic to Y . Let ¤ g O M and let n gÄ Ä ÄL M L U
 . MO L be the restriction of ¤ . Then T Y s Y .U L M , ¤ L, n
w xProof. The first statement follows directly from 3, Lemma 8.1.6 and
the fact that Harish]Chandra restriction preserves projectivity of modules.
 . MConsidering dimensions and Eq. 1 it follows that T Y is someL M , ¤
Gelfand]Graev lattice of M. The last statement now follows from defini-
tion of induced modules.
w x3.5. From 21, Theorem 3.1 and the fact that G has exactly oneÄM
constituent in each Lusztig series it follows that Y has exactly oneÄM
Ä  ..indecomposable direct summand Y in the series of blocks E M, s forÄM , s l
Äa semi-simple l9-element s g M. A maximal direct summand of the
restriction to M of Y , appearing as direct summand of Y , shall beÄM , s M , ¤
denoted by Y . The characters afforded by Y and Y will beÄM , ¤ , s M , s M , ¤ , s
denoted by G and G , respectively.ÄM , s M , ¤ , s
 .3.6. LEMMA. Let ¤ g O M . Then Y is indecomposable.U M , ¤ , s
Proof. Let Z be an indecomposable direct summand of Y . ThenM , ¤ , sÄM Ä  ..Z has an indecomposable direct summand in E M, s . However, fromlÄM .G s G it follows that this indecomposable direct summand is equalÄM , ¤ M
to Y and thus Y has no other indecomposable direct summand inÄM , s M , ¤
  ..E M, s .l
 .3.7. LEMMA. Let t be a regular irreducible character of the series E M, s
for some semi-simple element s g M*. Then T Gt is multiplicity free for e¤eryL
 .Le¤i subgroup L g L . It has exactly one summand in e¤ery series E L, s9M
 .for s9 ; s and s9 g L*. If t is a summand of G for some ¤ g O MM * M , ¤ U
 . Gand ¤ restricts to n g O L , then e¤ery summand of T t is also a summandU L
of G .L, n
Ä .Proof. Consider some regular irreducible character r in E M, s such
<  .that t is a direct summand of r . Then by Eq. 1 , Lemma 3.2, andM
 .Frobenius reciprocity we have for every n g O MU
Ä<G , r s G , r s 1.ÄMM , n , t MK M ÄK M
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Thus every Gelfand]Graev character of M and analogously of any Levi
.subgroup of M is multiplicity free. As t is a summand of some G , itM , n
follows from Lemma 3.4 that T Gt is multiplicity free. Moreover, we haveL
Äfor some regular KL-character c that
Ä Ä ÄM M M M M< < <c , T r s R c , r s R c , r s R c , r . .  .Ä ÄL L ML L L L ÄK L K M K M K M
Ä .Now r has exactly one summand in the series E M, sz for every element
ÄMÄ Ä .  .z g Z M . On the other hand, for c g E L, s9 , R c has only summandsÄL
Ä M . w < xin E M, s9 . Thus c , T t s 1 if and only if s9 ; sz for someÄL L K L M
Ä .s g Z M . This condition is equivalent to s9 ; s. The last assertionM *
follows again from Lemma 3.4.
Äw x3.8. In 15, Chap. 7 the cuspidal irreducible kG-modules were investi-
gated, using results by Dipper and James. To be precise, the authors
Ä  ..restricted attention to unipotent blocks, that is, to E G, 1 . However, asl
remarked by the authors after their proof of Theorem 7.8, their arguments
Ä  ..can be directly applied to arbitrary series E G, s . We collect the resultsl
in the following
Ä3.9. LEMMA. The reduction modulo l of e¤ery cuspidal irreducible KG-
Ächaracter is irreducible. Let V be a cuspidal irreducible kG-module. Then there
Äexists a cuspidal OG-lattice with reduction modulo l isomorphic to V. More-
o¤er, V is isomorphic to the irreducible quotient of some Y . In particular,ÄG, s
there exists at most one cuspidal irreducible Brauer character in each series of
Ä  ..blocks E G, s and e¤ery lift of a cuspidal irreducible Brauer character isl
regular.
w xOn the other hand, by 9, Lemma 2.4 it follows that the cuspidal
  ..irreducible Brauer characters in the blocks E G, s are exactly thel
irreducible constituents of the restriction to G of the cuspidal irreducible
Ä  ..Brauer characters in the blocks E G, s . Thus the projective covers ofl
the cuspidal irreducible kG-modules are the modules Y .G, ¤ , s
3.10. COROLLARY. Let f be a cuspidal irreducible Brauer character of G.
Then f is a constituent of the reduction modulo l of a regular cuspidal
character of G. On the other hand, e¤ery ordinary character of G whose
reduction modulo l has a cuspidal constituent is regular.
<3.11. PROPOSITION. Let L g L . Y is isomorphic to the direct multi-Ä Ä LG L, s
 4plicity free sum of the lattices Y .L, ¤ , s ¤ g O L.UÄ m i .  .Let L be isomorphic to GL q =  GL q . Then the number ofm iG m i
 . <indecomposable direct summands in a gi¤en decomposition of Y di¤idesÄ LL, s
Ä .gcd q y 1, m . In particular, for Z an irreducible cuspidal kL-module, the
<  .number of summands of Z is di¤isible by gcd q y 1, m .L
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Ä Ä <Proof. Recall that LrL , GrG is cyclic. Therefore Z is semi-simpleL
<and multiplicity free. Moreover, the head of Y is isomorphic to theÄ LL, s
restriction to L of the head of Y . Now the first assertion follows fromÄL, s
 4the definition of Y . For the second one we remark that theL, ¤ , s ¤ g O L.UÄcenter of L clearly stabilizes every indecomposable OL-module. Thus the
Ä Ä Ä  . .  4group Tr TZ L l T permutes transitively the set Y . How-L, ¤ , s ¤ g O L.UÄ Ä Ä  . .  .ever, the order of Tr TZ L l T is equal to gcd q y 1, m .
The next lemma we state here just for later reference as we consider
these groups here for the first time. It is well known see, for example,
w x.23 .
 .  .o3.12. LEMMA. The order of C s rC s di¤ides n, q y 1, and theG* G*
order of s.
Ä Ä Ä3.13. Now let L g L and L [ L l G. We assume that L is aÄG
minimal Levi subgroup containing a conjugate of the semi-simple element
Äs of G. As these groups will play an important role in the following, we
 .describe them here. Let EV [ z , . . . , z be the eigenvalues of s. Let o1 n i
be the order of z . Let e be the minimal integer such that o dividesi i i
q ei y 1. Then, by taking a suitable ordering, EV has the form
z , z q , . . . , z q
e1
y1
, z , . . . , z , z q , . . . , z q
eny1 .1 1 1 e q1 nye nye nye /1 n n n
The minimal Levi subgroup containing s is thus isomorphic to
GL q = GL q = ??? = GL q . .  .  .e e q1 e1 e n1
In particular, if o divides q y 1 for every i, the minimal Levi subgroupi
containing a conjugate of s is a maximal F-split torus. More generally the
Ä Äonly torus of L containing s is a Coxeter torus of L.
ÄNow let M g L and M s M l G. As it plays a central role in theÄ ÄG r L
 .following see Section 4 , we now discuss the group
< wW MrL, s [ w g W MrL s ; s 4 .  . L*
Ä Ä w Ä<, w g W MrL s ; sz for some z g Z G . . . Ä 5L
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  . Here, Z G is the kernel of G “ G*. Recall that W MrL, s [ w g
Ä Ä w Ä . < 4  .  w x.W MrL s ; s is a Coxeter group as Z M is connected see 27 . AsÄL
Ä Ä .   .  ..we are dealing with linear groups, W MrL, s , W C s rC s andÄ ÄM L
 .   .  .. w xW MrL, s , W C s rC s . However, by 23, Chap. 2 ,M * L*
  .  ..   .o  .o.W C s rC s rW C s rC s is cyclic. This group is then iso-M * L* M * L*
 .  .omorphic to a subgroup of C s rC s . Moreover, as the DynkinM * M *
Ä Ä Ä .diagram of G is of type A, W MrL, s is a direct product of symmetric
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 .  .ogroups on which C s rC s acts by cyclic permutations of isomor-M * M *
 .phic factors compare Section 2 .
3.14. LEMMA. Let the notation be as in 3.13 and assume that the order of
Ä Ä .s is prime to l. Let c g E M, st be cuspidal for some M g L and someÄ ÄG r L
Ä . <t g C s . Let x be an irreducible summand of c for M [ M l G.Ä MM l
Ä Ä Ä .  .Assume that the stabilizer of E M, s in W GrM also stabilizes c . Then thel
 .   ..  .stabilizer group W GrM, s of E M, s in W GrM also stabilizes x .l
 .  .Moreo¤er, W GrM, x s W GrM, x . Note that in particular for t s 1 the
assumption is always satisfied.
Ä .  .Proof. Consider the union E s [ D E M, sz and the stabi-ÄZ z g ZG. l
Ä Ä .  .lizer of E s in W GrM . It is clear from definition that this stabilizer isZ
 . canonically isomorphic to W GrM, s induced by the canonical isomor-
Ä Ä .  ..phism W GrM “ W GrM . Now by definition of regular embeddings,
Ä .for c 9 the cuspidal character in E M, s9 for some semi-simple element
Ä Ä< <  . s9 g M it holds c s c 9 if and only if s9 s sz for some z g Z G upM M
Ä. <  .to conjugation in M . Thus the stabilizer of c in W GrM equalsM
 . w xW GrM, s . Now the first assertion follows from 9, Lemma 3.3 .
Ä .  .E M, s is by definition a union of blocks. Thus W GrM, x Fl
 .  .  .W GrM, s . Clearly W GrM, x G W GrM, x . Thus also the second
assertion follows.
4. PROJECTIVE RESTRICTION SYSTEMS
In this section we introduce the notion and theory of projective restric-
tion systems. The following can be generalized to what will be done in a
forthcoming paper in joint work with R. Dipper. However, for our purpose
the following special case is sufficient.
4.1. Let H be a finite group with a split BN-pair of characteristic p.
Let L g L and let X be an OL-lattice affording an irreducible cuspidalH L
character x . Assume that X is irreducible and that X is a reductionL L L
stable lift of X , that is,L
G GEnd R X , k m End R X . . .kG L L O O G L L
 .  .Moreover, we assume that X s p Y see 1.14 , for the projectiveL L, C . LL x <  .4cover Y of X and the set C [ x x g W HrL . Let Y be anL L L L H
indecomposable projective OH-lattice such that the character x affordedH
 .by X [ p Y is irreducible and a constituent of multiplicity one inH L, C . HL
R H x .L L
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 H .For every M g L we set x [ p T x , X [H r L M  L , x . M L ML
 H .p T X and Y the projective cover of X . We define M [L, x . M H M M ML
 x < x 4  x < x 4L x g N, L F M and C [ x x g N, L F M . We assume thatM M
 . MX s p Y and that X is a pure sublattice of R X for everyM  M N, C . M M L LM M
M g L .Hr L
 .  . < 44.2. DEFINITION. The set P R X , X [ x , X , Y M g L ,H L M M M H r L
satisfying the assumptions of 4.1 is called a projective restriction system.
4.3. LEMMA. The character afforded by X is irreducible and equal to x .M M
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of p andL, x .L
ordinary Harish]Chandra theory.
4.4. LEMMA. The OM-lattice Y is indecomposable.M
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 and the assumption
 .X s p Y as the character of every direct indecomposable sum-M  M , C . MM M
mand of Y must contain x as a summand.M M
 M .4.5. For M g L let H be the Hecke algebra End R X .H r L M O M L L
 .Then H is defined over the Weyl group W MrL, x . Clearly it has theM L
M Ã .same parameters as End R X . Let y be the unique pure sublatticeK M L L M
of H affording the character of K m H corresponding to x . We viewM O M M
H as a subalgebra of H \ H. Recalling the definition of the q-SchurM H
  ..algebras S W HrL, x for H s G in Section 2, we now showO L
4.6. THEOREM. Let H be a group with split BN-pair of characteristic p, let
L g L and, X a cuspidal OL-module satisfying the assumptions in 4.1,H L
affording the character x . For M g L let H be the Hecke algebraL Hr L M
 M .End R X . Let x be as in 4.1 and let y be the unique pure sublatticeO M L L M M
of H affording the character of K m H corresponding to x . Then theM O M M
transposed of the decomposition matrix of the algebra
S W HrL, x [ End H m y . .  .[O L H H MM /MgLHr L
embeds into the decomposition matrix of the characters in the series
 .S HrL, x .L K
w xProof. This is completely analogous to the proof of 18, Theorem 6.10 .
For the convenience of the reader we recall the main steps. From general
theory it follows that for M g L there exists a unique pure sublatticeHr L
X X of R M X affording the character x . By assumption we have thatM L L M
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X , X X . On the other handM M
End R H X X , End H m y . . .[ [O H M M H H MM /  /MgL MgLHr L H r L
This isomorphism is defined as follows. We consider the full subcategory
C of the category of OH-modules with objects the submodules of R H XX L L
and category C of H-modules. We have a functor F: C “ C byH X H
F : M “ Hom R H X , M . .O H L L
This functor induces isomorphisms
Hom R H X X , R H X X , Hom H m y , H m y . . .O H M M S S , H H M H SM S
for every M, S g L which can be linearly extended.H r L
 .  .By definition of M , C -quotients as defined in 4.1 it follows imme-M M
 H .diately that for every OM-lattice V we have that p R V s M , C . MM MH  . HR p V . Thus the decomposition numbers of R X with respectM  M , C . M MM M
 .to the characters in the series S HrL, x are equal to the decompositionL
numbers of R H Y with respect to the characters in the seriesM M
 .S HrL, x .L K
Now assume that the irreducible quotient Z of Y is cuspidal. ThenM
HR Y contains a direct summand isomorphic to the projective cover Y ofM M V
 . Hevery element V g S HrM, Z . Thus R Y contains a direct summandk M M
isomorphic to the O-lift of Y . Thus the transposed of the decompositionV
matrix of the indecomposable direct summands of R H Y contains as aM M
sub-matrix the decomposition matrix of the characters in the series
 .  .S HrL, x with respect to S HrL, Z . On the other hand, if Z is notL K k
Mcuspidal then Y is isomorphic to some direct summand of R Y forM M 9 M 9
M9 g L such that the irreducible quotient of Y is cuspidal. Thus YMr L M 9 V
H  w x.is isomorphic to some direct summand of R Y see also 19 .M 9 M 9
4.7. COROLLARY. Let M be a set of characters of KH, satisfying the
assumptions on x from abo¤e with respect to x . Suppose that e¤eryH L
Mcuspidal irreducible constituent of R x for M g L appears as theL L Hr L
irreducible quotient of some Y , where Y is defined as in 4.1 with respect toM M
some x g M. Then the decomposition matrix of the characters inH
 .S HrL, x is completely determined by Theorem 4.6.L K
 .Proof. Let f be a constituent of some a with a g S HrL, x . ThenL K
H  .f is a constituent of R x . It follows that f lies in a series S HrM, rL L k
Mfor some cuspidal irreducible constituent r of R x and some M g LL L Hr L
 w x.see 19, Lemma 5.7 . Thus there exists a x g M such that r is theH
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irreducible quotient of Y respectively X , where Y respectively X areM M M M
defined as in 4.1 with respect to x . As seen in the proof of Theorem 4.6,H
 .the decomposition matrix of the characters in S HrL, x with respectL K
 .to the series S HrM, r is determined by Theorem 4.6.k
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let H be a finite group with split BN-pair of character-
istic p and let L g L . Let x be a cuspidal irreducible KL-character withH L
 .  .irreducible reduction modulo l and suppose that W HrL, x s W HrL, x .L L
Let M g L and let Y be an indecomposable projecti¤e OM-module, whoseHr L
 .  .  .character has a constituent in S MrL, x . Then p Y s p YL  M , C . L, x .M M L
 .for M , C as defined in 4.1.M M
Proof. The assertion is equivalent to `` the character afforded by Y has
 . x xno summand in a series S MrL9, c for L9 s L , c s x for someK
x g N such that c and x are not conjugate within N l M '' where N isL
 .the monomial subgroup of H. Suppose therefore that a g S MrL, xL K
 x x.and b g S MrL , x for some x g N are both constituents of theL K
character afforded by Y. Let f be the Brauer character of the irreducible
quotient of Y. Then f is a constituent of both a and b. Now it follows
xw xfrom 19, Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 that L and L as well as x andL
xx are conjugate within N l M. That is, there exist x9 g N l M withL y1 y1x 9 x x 9 xL s L and x s x . From our assumption it now follows thatL Ly1x 9 xx s x .L L
4.9. COROLLARY. Now let H be a finite group of Lie type of characteristic
 .p and let L g L . Let x be a cuspidal irreducible character in E L, st forH L
 .some semi-simple l9-element s g L* and some l-element t g C s . SupposeL*
 .  .  .that W HrL, x is equal to the stabilizer group of E L, s in W HrL .L l
 .  .Then p Y s p Y . M , C . L, x .M M L
 .Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.8 as always W HrL, x FL
 .  .W HrL, x and W HrL, x is always contained in the stabilizer groupL L
 .  .of E L, s in W HrL .l
4.10. COROLLARY. Let the notation be as in Corollary 4.9. Assume that
Ä 4  .  .t s 1 and that H g G, G . Then p Y s p Y . M , C . L, x .M M L
ÄProof. In case H s G, x is the only cuspidal irreducible character inL
 .  .E L, s and thus also the only cuspidal irreducible character in E L, s . Itl
 .  .follows that W HrL, x is equal to the stabilizer group of E L, s inL l
 .W HrL and the assertion follows from Corollary 4.9. However, in case
ÄH s G, the assertion follows from case H s G by Lemma 3.14.
Remark. In the following we will determine irreducible cuspidal Brauer
characters of L g L whose corresponding modules have reduction stableG
lifts. Let X be such a reduction stable lift. As a Lusztig series of blocks of
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Äa Levi subgroup of G has at most one cuspidal irreducible Brauer
character, the stabilizer of this Brauer character in the relative Weyl group
of the Levi subgroup is equal to the stabilizer of the whole Lusztig series
 .of blocks. The same holds then for the stabilizer in W GrL of every
cuspidal irreducible Brauer character of L. By definition, the same also
holds for X. Thus we can apply Corollary 4.9. Moreover, the parameters of
G G Ã .  .the Hecke algebra End R X are the same as those of End R X .O L L K L L
 .The latter algebras have been investigated in a more general setting
w x in 22 . They turn out to be extended Hecke algebras of type A com-
.pare 3.13 .
5. LOCAL SUBMODULES OF GELFAND]GRAEV
LATTICES
In this section we investigate the local submodules of certain quotients
Äof the reduction modulo l of the Gelfand]Graev lattice of G. One of
these lattices is the quotient of the Gelfand]Graev lattice affording the
Steinberg character.
Ä Ä5.1. For this section let L g L . Let s be a semi-simple element of LÄG
Äof order prime to l which is contained in no other torus of L than the
Ä ÄCoxeter torus, that is, L is a minimal Levi subgroup of G containing a
Ä .conjugate of s compare 3.13 . For M g L we define the setÄ ÄG r L
c , s Ä Ä<L [ M9 g L E M9, s contains a cuspidal Brauer character . .Ä Ä Ä Ä 5Mr L Mr L l
For Gelfand]Graev lattices and characters we use the notation of Section
Ä .3. We denote by X the lattice p Y for some M g L , someÄ Ä Ä ÄM , z M , x . M GsÄ Ä .semi-simple M-element z, and the regular character x of E M, z . If z isz
Ä Ä .l-regular and E M, z contains some irreducible cuspidal kM-module wel
denote it by D .ÄM , z
c, sÄ5.2. LEMMA. Let M g L . Then X contains a unique compositionÄ Ä ÄG r L G, s
Ä Ä .factor from the series S GrM, D .ÄM , s k
ÄGw xProof. It follows immediately from 3, Lemma 8.1.6 that T X isÄ ÄM G, s
isomorphic to the direct sum of modules X , where z runs through a setÄM , z
Äof representatives for the M-conjugacy classes contained in the intersec-
Ä Ätion of M with the G-conjugacy class of s. In particular, these summands
lie in pairwise different blocks. Thus it follows by 1.12 that
Ä ÄG GX , R D s T X , D s X , D s 1.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG , s M M , s M G , s M , s M , s M , s ÄÄÄ k Mk MkG
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In particular, X contains at least one composition factor inÄG , s
Ä Ä .S GrM, D . On the other hand, we have thatÄM k
Ä ÄG GR Y , X s Y , T X s X , X s 1.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s G , s M , s M G , s M , s M , s ÄÄ Ä k MkG k M
For the second equation recall Lemma 1.15. We remark that the character
afforded by X is the only summand of the character afforded by YÄ ÄM , s M , s
that lies in some l-regular Lusztig series. As the projective cover of
Ä ÄG GR D is a direct summand of R Y , the module X has at mostÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s M M , s G, s
Ä Ä .one composition factor in S GrM, D . Thus the assertion follows.ÄM , s k
Ä Ä w xRemark. Let M g L contain M. Then by 1.12 and 3, Lemma 8.1.6 itÄGÄGfollows that T X has a unique indecomposable direct summand with aÄ ÄM 9 G, s
Ä Ä .composition factor in S M9rM, D as the indecomposable direct sum-ÄM , sÄGmands of T X lie in pairwise different blocks.Ä ÄM 9 G, s
Ä Ä c, s5.3. Notation. For some M9 G M g L we denote the unique com-Ä ÄG r L
Ä .position factor of X in S M9, D by D . In particular, theÄ Ä Ä ÄM 9, s M , s k M 9, M , s
module D is isomorphic to D .Ä Ä ÄM 9, M , s M , s
5.4. COROLLARY. E¤ery irreducible composition factor of X is isomor-ÄG, s
Ä c,'sphic to some D for some M g L .Ä Ä Ä ÄG, M , s G r L
 .Proof. This follows immediately from the facts that a if some series of
Ä Ä .blocks E M, z contains a cuspidal irreducible kM-module for M g L Äl G
Äand some l-regular semi-simple element z g M then this module is
 .  .isomorphic to D see 3.9 and b every composition factor of X isÄ ÄM , z G, sÄGalso a composition factor of R X .Ä ÄM M , s
Ä5.5. COROLLARY. Let M9 g L and let Z be a composition factor ofÄ ÄG r LÄGX . Then T Z is semi-simple and multiplicity free or zero. If Z9 is anotherÄ ÄG, s M 9 Ä ÄG Gcomposition factor of X then T Z and T Z9 ha¤e no composition factorÄ Ä ÄG, s M 9 M 9
in common.
ÄG Proof. The Brauer character of T X is multiplicity free see theÄ ÄM 9 G, s
.remark following Lemma 5.2 . In particular, the second assertion follows.
ÄGNow let U be an irreducible submodule of T Z. Then it follows fromÄM 9
w x19, Theorem 5.8 and Frobenius reciprocity that U also appears in the
Ä ÄG Ghead of T Z. Thus it must be a direct summand of T Z.Ä ÄM 9 M 9
Äc, s GÄ Ä5.6. PROPOSITION. Let M g L and let M9 g L . Then T DÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG r L G r M M 9 G, M , s
is isomorphic to the direct multiplicity free sum of the modules D y y forÄ ÄM 9, M , s
Ä Ä y Äy g N such that M F M9.
ÄGProof. By Corollary 5.5, T D is semi-simple and multiplicity free.Ä Ä ÄM 9 G, M , s
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It follows from Frobenius reciprocity that for y as in the statement we
have
Ä Ä Ä ÄM 9 G M 9 G
y y y y y y y yR D , T D s R D , T D s 1.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s M 9 G , M , s M M , s M 9 G , M , sÄ Äk M 9 k M 9
Ä ÄG G ÄAs T D is a sub-factor of T X and semi-simple it follows by theÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM 9 G, M , s M 9 G, s
remark following Lemma 5.2 that it has some submodule isomorphic to
D y y.Ä ÄM 9, M , s
Ä Ä .Now D lies in the series S GrM, D . Thus by Corollary 5.4 andÄ Ä ÄG, M , s M , s ÄGw x19, Theorem 5.8 the composition factors of T D are lying in seriesÄ Ä ÄM 9 G, M , s
Ä Ä x Ä .x xS M9rM , D for x g N. Again by the remark following Lemma 5.2ÄM , s
x xevery such composition factor must be isomorphic to D .Ä ÄM 9, M , s
Proposition 5.6 enables us to investigate the submodule structure of
ÄX . In the following, a local submodule is a submodule with irreducibleÄG, s
head. First we need two lemmas.
Ä Ä c, s5.7. LEMMA. Let M, M9 g L . D s D if and only if thereÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG r L G, M 9, s G, M , s
Ä ÄX y Ä yexists some y g N such that M s M and s ; s.ÄM
Ä Ä y Ä yProof. If there exists some y g N such that M9 s M and s ; sÄM
 wthen clearly D s D by Harish]Chandra theory see 19, Sect.Ä Ä Ä ÄG, M 9, s G, M , s
x.5 . On the other hand, D is by definition the unique compositionÄ ÄG, M , s
Ä Ä . w xfactor of X lying in the series S GrM, D . Thus by 19, Sect. 5 , forÄ ÄG, s M , s k
Ä Ä y ÄD s D there must exist some y g N such that M9 s M andÄ Ä Ä ÄG, M 9, s G, M , s
D , D y s D y y l s y ; s.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG , M , s G , M 9 , s G , M 9 , s M
5.8. LEMMA. Let the notation be as in Lemma 5.7. D is the onlyÄ ÄG, M , s
composition factor of X which is isomorphic to a composition factor in theÄG, sÄGhead of R X .Ä ÄM M , s
Proof. Let D be isomorphic to a composition factor of multiplic-Ä ÄG, M 9, s ÄG c, sÄity r ) 0 in the head of R X for some M9 g L . Then by FrobeniusÄ Ä Ä ÄM M , s G r L
reciprocity and Proposition 5.6 we have
Ä ÄG Gr s R X , D s X , T DÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s G , M 9 , s M , s M G , M 9 , sÄ ÄkG k M
y ys X , D ,Ä Ä Ä[ M , s M , M 9 , s Äk MÄygI;N
Ä Ä y Äwhere I is some set of representatives in N such that M9 F M. In
Ä Ä Äparticular, for I not empty it must hold M9 F M up to conjugation in N.
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Moreover, the head of X is just D s D . Thus there exists someÄ Ä Ä ÄM , s M , s M , M , s
Ä Ä y Ä yy g N such that M9 s M and s ; s. However, in this case D sÄ Ä ÄM G, M 9, s
D by Lemma 5.7. Thus r s 1.Ä ÄG, M , s
Ä c, s5.9. THEOREM. Let the notation be as in 5.1. Let M g L .Ä ÄG r L
 .a There exists up to scalars a unique non-tri¤ial homomorphism
ÄGf : R X “ XÄ Ä ÄM M , s G , s
and its image contains D as its unique head composition factor.Ä ÄG, M , s
ÄG c, sÄ .  .b f R X contains D as composition factor for M9 g LÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s G, M 9, s G r L
Ä x Ä Ä x xif and only if M9 F M for some x g N such that s ; s. In particular,ÄM 9
e¤ery submodule of X containing D as composition factor alsoÄ Ä ÄG, s G, M , s
Ä Äcontains D if M9 F M.Ä ÄG, M 9, s
 . c E¤ery local submodule of X is the image of such a map f forÄG, s
Ä.appropriate chosen M .
Proof. Let V be the image of f. Recall the proof of Lemma 5.2 which
shows that there exists up to scalars a unique non-trivial homomorphism
ÄGf : R X “ X .Ä Ä ÄM M , s G , s
Now the head of V is a isomorphic to a direct summand of the head of
ÄGR X and thus by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.8 it is just D , thus we haveÄ Ä Ä ÄM M , s G, M , s
 .shown a .
Ä x Ä Ä x xNow assume that M9 F M for some x g N such that s ; s andÄM 9
Ä c, s xM9 g L . In this case we have by Lemma 5.7 that D s D .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG r L G, M 9, s G, M 9 , s
Thus we can assume that x s 1. There exists a homomorphism
Ä ÄG G
xc : T V “ T X s XÄ Ä Ä Ä[M M G , s M , s
ÄxgI;N
ÄGsuch that the image of c contains T D . However, applying Proposi-Ä Ä ÄM G, M , sÄGtion 5.6 it follows that T D is isomorphic to the direct sum of theÄ Ä ÄM G, M , s
Ä Ä .xhead composition factors of the modules X for x g W GrM . ThusÄM , sÄGfor p the projection of T X onto the direct sum of these modules,Ä ÄM G, s
p (c is surjective. It follows now from Lemma 5.2, Corollary 5.5, and
Ä ÄG GProposition 5.6 that T V contains every composition factor of T XÄ Ä ÄM M G, s
Ä Ä Ä .yisomorphic to some D for M9 g L and y g W GrM . Thus,Ä Ä Ä ÄM , M 9, s Mr L
again by Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 5.6, V contains D as aÄ ÄG, M 9, s
composition factor.
Ä c, sOn the other hand, if V contains D for some M9 g L , itÄ Ä Ä ÄG, M 9, s G r L
follows that there exists a surjective homomorphism
Ä ÄG G
xf9: T R X “ X .Ä Ä Ä Ä[M 9 M M , s M 9 , s
Ä Ä .xgW GrM 9
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ÄIn particular, by Mackey decomposition there exists some x g N and some
surjection
ÄM 9
x x xR X “ X .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM l M 9 M l M 9 , s M 9 , s
However, the head D of X is cuspidal and thus it follows thatÄ ÄM , s M 9, s
Ä x Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM l M9 s M9, that is, M9 is contained in M up to conjugation in N.
x  .Moreover, s ; s and thus b follows.ÄM 9
 .  .  .Part c follows from Corollary 5.4 and a and b .
Ä Ä5.10. Now let t be an l-element of G centralizing s and let M g L ÄG
Äcontaining t such that st is contained in no other torus of M than the
wCoxeter torus. The following proposition was proven in case t s 1 in 18,
xProposition 4.2 .
5.11. PROPOSITION. Let the notation be as in 5.1 and 5.10 and let
ÄM9 g L .Ä ÄG r M
ÄM 9 .a E¤ery non-tri¤ial homomorphism X “ R X is injecti¤e.Ä Ä ÄM 9, st M M , st
 .b X is a quotient-module of X .Ä ÄM , st M 9, s
ÄM 9 .c The lattice X is a pure sublattice of R X .Ä Ä ÄM 9, st M M , st
Proof. We remark that X is irreducible and cuspidal. In particular,ÄM , st
it is isomorphic to the head D of X . Let f be a projection of XÄ Ä ÄM , s M , s M , s
onto X and consider the Kernel V of the induced projectionÄM , st
Ä ÄM 9 M 9Ä ÄF : R X “ R X .Ä Ä Ä ÄM M , s M M , st
As a first step we show
ÄM 9 .i V is the unique submodule of R X that has only compositionÄ ÄM M , s
Ä Ä Ä c, s .factors not lying in one of the series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L lÄ Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r LÄM 9 .L such that R X rV has only composition factors lying in one ofÄ Ä Ä ÄM 9r M M M , s
Ä Ä Ä c, s .the series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L l L .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r L M 9r M
As X is the only cuspidal composition factor of X , it follows thatÄ ÄM , st M , sÄM 9the head of V has no composition factor Z such that T Z s 0. Thus Z isÄM
Ä Ä Ä c, s .not in one of the series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L l L . OnÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r L M 9r M
ÄM 9w xthe other hand, by 19, Lemma 5.7 , it follows that R X has onlyÄ ÄM M , st
Ä Ä Ä c, s .constituents in series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L l L . ThusÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r L M 9r MÄ ÄM 9 M 9 .V is the minimal submodule of R X such that R X rV has onlyÄ Ä Ä ÄM M , s M M , s
Ä Ä Ä c, s .constituents in series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L l L . It nowÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r L M 9r M
follows from the structure Theorem 5.9 that V has no composition factor
in such a series.
The proof of Lemma 5.2 works equally well for X and shows thatÄM 9, st
 .ii The composition factors of X are just those of X which lie inÄ ÄM 9, st M 9, s
Ä Ä Ä c, s .one of the series S M9rM0, D for M0 g L l L .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM 0 , s M 9r L M 9r M
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w xFrom 18, Proposition 4.2 it follows that there exists a unique submod-
ÄM 9  .ule Z in R X isomorphic to X . Thus it follows from i thatÄ Ä ÄM M , s M 9, s
 .iii V l Z is the minimal submodule of Z such that ZrV has only
Ä c, sconstituents D for M0 g L l L .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄM 9, M 0 , s G r L M 9r M
From Frobenius reciprocity it follows immediately that there exists up to
c ÄM 9scalars a unique non-trivial homomorphism X “ R X . The headÄ Ä ÄM 9, st M M , st
 .of Z and thus the head of Zr V l Z is isomorphic to D. But D is by
definition also the head of X and it is a composition factor ofÄM 9, stÄM 9 multiplicity one in R X . Therefore the image of c must be Zr V lÄ ÄM M , s
.  .  .  .  .Z . Thus by ii , Zr Z l V , X and a and b follow.ÄM 9, st ÄM 9By Frobenius reciprocity, there exists a pure sublattice X 9 of R XÄ ÄM M , st
affording the same character as X . Suppose first that X 9 has a uniqueÄM , st
top composition factor and that this top composition factor is isomorphic
to the irreducible quotient of X . Then there exists a surjectionÄM 9, st
Y “ X 9 which can be lifted to a surjection Y “ X 9. The latterÄ ÄM 9, s M 9, s
Ä .factors through the M9, x -quotient of Y for x the character ofÄM 9, s
Ä .X . Uniqueness of the M9, x -quotient implies that X ( X 9. IfÄ ÄM 9, st M 9, st
this case does not apply, then X 9 must have a top composition factor
which is not isomorphic to the irreducible quotient of Y by Lemma 5.2.ÄM 9, s
 .But then there exists a non-trivial and non-surjective hence non-injective
ÄM 9  .homomorphism X “ X 9 ¤ R X , a contradiction to a .Ä Ä ÄM 9, st M M , st
5.12. COROLLARY. The minimal submodule of X containing DÄ Ä ÄG, st G, M , s
as composition factor contains D as composition factor if and only ifÄ ÄG, M 9, s
Ä x Ä Ä x xM9 F M for x g N such that s ; s.ÄM 9
 .  .Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.9 and ii q iii in the
proof of Proposition 5.11.
5.13. We now turn to G and prove an analogous result to Proposition
Ä Ä5.11. For the following we set L [ L l G, M [ M l G, and M9 [
Ä Ä <M9 l G for some M9 g L . Consider X [ X . By LemmaÄ Ä Ä M 9G r M M 9, st M 9, st
5.16, the summands of the restriction to M9 of the head of X appearÄM 9, st
with multiplicity one as composition factors of X and they compriseM 9, st
the whole head of X . In particular, a fixed lattice Y does notM 9, st M 9, ¤ , s
contain two different irreducible summands of the character afforded by
 .X recall definitions in 3.1 and 3.5 .M 9, st
Ä .Let x be the character of X . We view Irr M9rM9 as a subset ofÄM 9, st
Ä Ä Ä .  <  .4Irr M9 in the usual way. Consider the set C [ x m t t g Irr M9rM9
<and the set C consisting of the irreducible summands of x . Then forM 9
Äevery OM9-lattice Y we have
< <p Y s p Y . .  . .Ä Ä M 9 M 9M , C . M 9 , C .
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 .Clearly the projection Y “ X factors through p Y andÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄM 9, s M 9, st M , C . M 9, s
<  < .thus the projection Y “ X factors through p Y .Ä ÄM 9 M 9M 9, s M 9, st M 9,k C . M 9, s
<  < .However, the projection Y “ p Y maps indecompos-Ä ÄM 9 M 9M 9, s M 9, C . M 9, s
<able direct summands of Y onto indecomposable direct summandsÄ M 9M 9, s
 < .of p Y or to zero and from the first paragraph of thisÄ M 9M 9, C . M 9, s
subsection it follows that the character of a fixed indecomposable direct
 < .summand of p Y is a multiple of a single irreducible charac-Ä M 9M 9, C . M 9, s
ter in C. Thus we have the following lemma the first statement follows
Ä .easily from general representation theory as MrM is cyclic .
5.14. LEMMA. The character of X is multiplicity free. Moreo¤er, theM 9, st
indecomposable direct summands of X ha¤e irreducible characters.M 9, st
 .5.15. Notation. X is isomorphic to the direct multiplicity freeM 9, st
 4sum of the modules X , where the character afforded byM 9, ¤ , st ¤ g O M 9.U
X is irreducible and appears as constituent of the character affordedM 9, ¤ , st
 4by Y . We remark that the lattices in X are notM 9, ¤ , s M 9, ¤ , st ¤ g O M 9.U
necessarily pairwise non-isomorphic, thus X is isomorphic to theM 9, st
direct sum of a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of OM9-
 4lattices in X .M 9, ¤ , st ¤ g O M 9.U
5.16. LEMMA. Let Z be an irreducible composition factor of X differ-ÄM 9, st
ent to the head D of X . Then the restriction of Z to M9 is not isomorphicM 9, st
to the one of D. Moreo¤er, its summands do not appear as head composition
factors of X .M 9, st
Proof. The Gelfand]Graev lattice Y is a direct sum of the latticesÄM
Y , in particular its indecomposable direct summands are lying in pair-ÄM , s
wise different blocks. Thus two different indecomposable direct summands
Ä .of Y is stable under tensoring with irreducible modules of k MrM .ÄM
ÄThus every irreducible kM-module which restricts to the same module as
D is a head module of some Y . However, for s9 ⁄ s, the head of YÄ Ä ÄM , s9 M 9 M , s
is not isomorphic to any composition factor of X . On the other hand,ÄM 9, st
considering projective covers, it follows from general Clifford theory that
every composition factor of the head of X is isomorphic to a summandM 9, st
of the restriction to M9 of D.
 .  .5.17. LEMMA. Let z g O M and ¤ g O M9 . Then a gi¤en headU U
M 9composition factor of X appears with multiplicity one in R X if ¤M 9, ¤ , st M M , z , st
restricts to z and with multiplicity zero otherwise.
Proof. The projective covers of the head composition factors of
 4X are isomorphic to direct sums of the modulesM 9, ¤ , s ¤ g O M 9.U
 4Y . Now the assertion follows from Lemma 3.4 by FrobeniusM 9, ¤ , s ¤ g O M 9.U
reciprocity and Lemma 5.14.
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 .  .5.18. PROPOSITION. Let ¤ g O M9 and z g O M such that ¤ re-U U
stricts to z . Then there exists an injecti¤e homomorphism X “M 9, ¤ , st
M 9 M 9R X . The lattice X is a pure sublattice of R X .M M , z , st M 9, ¤ , st M M , z , st
Proof. By Proposition 5.11 there exists an injective homomorphism
ÄM 9  .X ¤ R X . Thus there exists some z g O M such that XÄ Ä ÄM 9, st M M , st U M 9, ¤ , st
M 9embeds into R X . However, by Lemma 5.17 it follows that ¤ thenM M , z , st
Ärestricts to z . Conjugation by elements of T shows that X embedsM 9, ¤ , st
M 9into R X whenever ¤ restricts to z .M M , z , st
Analogously we prove the second assertion by using Proposition 5.11.
From Corollary 3.7 and Frobenius reciprocity it follows that the character
afforded by X appears with multiplicity one in the character affordedM 9, ¤ , st
by R M 9X . The lattice X is pure in X , the latter beingM M , st M 9, ¤ , st M 9, stÄM 9 . <isomorphic to a pure sublattice of R X . Thus X is isomor-Ä Ä M 9M M , st M 9, ¤ , stÄM 9 . <phic to a pure sublattice of R X , st . However, the latter is isomor-Ä Ä M 9M M
phic to the direct sum of the modules R M 9X . Assume that ¤ restrictsM M , z , st
to z and let X 9 be the unique pure sublattice of FR M 9X whichM M , z , stÄM 9 <affords the same character as X . Then X 9 is pure in R X ,Ä Ä M 9M 9, ¤ , st M M , st
thus X 9 , X .M 9, ¤ , st
Remark 1. Considering Corollary 3.7, Theorem 5.9 and Corollary 5.12
now can easily be reformulated for G and the lattices X respectivelyM 9, ¤ , s
X .M 9, ¤ , st
Remark 2. Theorem 5.9 can be generalized to arbitrary finite groups
with split BN-pairs, if one investigates projective restriction systems which
are generalizations of the projective restriction systems we investigate in
 .Section 4 this will be shown in a forthcoming paper . However, in the
more general case one does not get the full poset of local submodules of
X but only a distinguished subset.ÄG, s
6. CUSPIDAL CHARACTERS IN l-REGULAR
LUSZTIG SERIES
In this section we investigate the decomposition matrices of
Harish]Chandra series of cuspidal regular characters in l-regular Lusztig
series. In case l does not divide q y 1 this will give us all the Brauer
w xcharacters of G as shown in 14 .
Ä Ä6.1. Let s be a semi-simple element of G of order prime to l. Let L be
Äa minimal standard Levi subgroup of G containing a conjugate of s.
Ä ÄWithout loss we assume that s g L. Let L [ L l G.
Ä .  .Let r be the unique and regular character in E L, s and let x be anL
<irreducible constituent of r .L
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For Gelfand]Graev characters and lattices we adopt the notation of
Section 3. As a first result we show that every irreducible cuspidal
character in an l-regular Lusztig series of a Levi subgroup of G remains
irreducible on reduction modulo l.
6.2. PROPOSITION. The Brauer character x is irreducible.L
 .Proof. Consider the projective character G . Then p G s r.Ä Ä ÄL, s L, s. L, s
Ä Ä .Let s9 g G and z g Z G such that s9 ⁄ s but s9 ; sz. Now s is anÄ ÄG G
 .element of order prime to l. Thus p G s 0 by 1.12. It follows thatÄ ÄL, s9. L, s
<  < .  < .r s p G . Thus p G is multiplicity free. In particular,Ä ÄL L LL,  s.. L, s L, s. L, s
 .by Proposition 3.11, there exists exactly one ¤ g O L such that x is aU L
summand of G and its multiplicity in this projective character is equalL, ¤ , s
to one. As x is cuspidal, every composition factor of x is cuspidal. ThusL L
by Corollary 3.10, x is a composition factor of some G for everyL L, ¤ , s
composition factor of x . Thus the assertion follows from general repre-L
sentation theory.
6.3. THEOREM. Let L g L and let x be a cuspidal irreducible characterG L
 .in E L, s for some semi-simple element s g L* of order prime to l.
 .  .a Let H [ W GrL, x . Then H is equal to the stabilizer groupL
 .   ..  .W GrL, s of the series E L, s in W GrL .l
 . x  .b Let x g T such that x / x and let a g S GrL, x andL L L K
x .b g S GrL, x . Then the Brauer characters a and b ha¤e no commonL K
constituent.
 .  .c The decomposition matrix of the characters in E G, s can be
completely deri¤ed from the decomposition matrices of the q-Schur algebras
 .   G .S H defined with respect to the Hecke algebra End R X for someO O L L L
.quotient X of the Gelfand]Grae¤ lattice affording x , and it is lowerL L
unitriangular.
ÄProof. We continue with the notion in 6.1. Thus we assume s g G.
Ä Äw x  .  .From 21, Proposition 3.1 it follows that E L, s and E L, s have thel
Ä Ä Ä .  .same stabilizer in W GrL . As r is the only regular character in E L, s
Ä Ä .  .this stabilizer is just W GrL, r . Thus a follows from Lemma 3.14.
w x Ä Ä .  .Now assume that x s x for some w g W GrL s W GrL . ThenL L
Ä Ä .  . w xw g W GrL, r but w f W GrL, x , in contradiction to 9, Lemma 3.3 .L
x  .Therefore x and x are not conjugate in W GrL . Moreover, asL L
x .  .W GrL, x ; W GrL, s , it follows that also x and x are not conju-L L L
G . w xgate in W GrL . It now follows from 19, Lemma 5.7 that R x andL L
G x  .R x have no common constituent, thus b follows.L L
Now recall the definition of a projective restriction system in Section 4.
Let x be a regular constituent of RG x and let Y be an indecompos-G L L G
able direct summand of a Gelfand]Graev character of G whose character
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has x as a constituent. Let x , X , and Y be defined as in 4.1 forG M M M
every M g L . As every Gelfand]Graev character of G is multiplicityG r L
 .free see the proof of Corollary 3.7 it follows from Corollary 4.10 and
 .Propositions 5.18 and 6.2 that P R X , X is a projective restrictionG L
system. By Theorem 4.6 the transposed of the decomposition matrix of
 .  .S H embeds into the decomposition matrix of the characters in E G, s .O
By Lemma 3.9 respectively Corollary 3.10 we can apply Corollary 4.7 while
x runs through all regular constituents of RG x to deduce that we evenG L L
 .get the complete decomposition matrix of E G, s in this way.
Now we use Theorem 2.5 to see that the decomposition matrix of the
 .characters in E G, s is lower unitriangular.
6.4. Recall from 3.13 respectively the remark in Section 4 that the
 .algebras S H are defined over Hecke algebras as investigated in Sec-O
tion 2. The group H is a semi-direct product of a direct product W of
symmetric groups and a cyclic group C, acting on W by permutation of
isomorphic factors. The group C is isomorphic to the F-fixed points group
 .  .o  w x. < <of C s rC s see 23, Chap. 2, 28 . Thus by Lemma 3.12, C isG* G*
prime to l. It follows from Corollary 2.7 that the decomposition matrix of
 . w xS H is square lower unitriangular. Thus it follows from 14, Theorem CO
 .that in case l does not divide gcd q y 1, n the decomposition matrix of
 .  .the characters in E G, s is equal to the decomposition matrix of S H .O
<  .Now recall Section 4. In case l gcd q y 1, n , the decomposition matrix
 .of the characters in E G, s is not any longer a square matrix. This comes
from the fact that in this case the projective lattices Y , used to define theG
projective restriction systems in Corollary 4.7, are not uniquely determined
 .by the regular character in the series S GrL, x . Thus the decompositionL
 .matrix of E G, s contains repeated columns.
Remark 1. We recall from Section 2 that the decomposition matrix of
 .the algebra S H can be completely derived by elementary combina-O
 .torics from the decomposition matrix of the algebra S W . The latter is aO
w xtensor product of q-Schur algebras of type A as considered in 11 . Inm
particular their decomposition matrices are completely known for m F 10
w xby 24 .
 .Remark 2. If l does not divide gcd q y 1, n in Theorem 6.3, it was
w x  .shown in 14 that the reductions modulo l of the characters in E G, s are
 .a basic set for the blocks E G, s . In particular, these characters and thel
decomposition matrices of the q-Schur algebras completely determine the
 .irreducible Brauer characters of E G, s .l
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7. SUMMANDS OF RESTRICTED
IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS
In this section we investigate the number of summands of the restriction
to Levi subgroups of G of irreducible cuspidal Brauer characters of Levi
Äsubgroups of G.
7.1. For the following we need a generalization of the embedding
Ä ÄG ¤ G. For this let A be a subgroup of T containing T. We define for
Ä Äevery L g L and L [ L l G the groups L [ LA. Such groups wereÄG A
w xdefined and investigated in several papers, for example, in 4, 14, 2 . We
summarize properties of these groups which were obtained there.
The group G is a group with split BN-pair which are given by BA andA
NA, respectively. In particular, its torus is equal to A; its unipotent radical
and its Weyl group are the same as the ones of G. Correspondingly, the
standard Levi subgroups of G are the groups L [ LA and if P is aA A
parabolic subgroup of G with standard Levi complement L, then P [ PAA
is a parabolic subgroup of G with standard Levi complement L . Again,A A
the unipotent radicals of P and P are equal.A
One can define Deligne]Lusztig induction in G in a natural way.A
 .Substituting G and L by G and L , respectively, in 1.11. Eq. 1 stillA A
Ä Ä   ..holds. For s g G, we define for every L g L the series E L , s byÄG A
Ä< <E L , s [ c g Irr L c , r / 0 for some r g E L, s . .  .  . .  . 5LA A A K
Ä  ..The series E L , s for s g L are analogously defined.l A
  ..Note that for A s T , the above definition of E L , s gives the seriesA
  ..  .E L, s by Lemma 1.13. By Eq. 1 it follows that Harish]Chandra
  ..   ..induction maps E L , s to sums of characters in E G , s . The indexA A
Ä Äof L in L is the same as the index of A in T.A
7.2. In this section the following notation will be used. Let s be a
Ä Äsemi-simple element of G of order prime to l. Let L be a minimal
Ästandard Levi subgroup of G containing a conjugate of s. Without loss we
Ä Ä  .assume that s g L. Let L [ L l G. Let r be the unique and regular
Ä . <character in E L, s and let x be an irreducible constituent of r .LL
Ä .Let t be an l-element in C s and let M be a minimal standard LeviÄG
Äsubgroup of G containing a conjugate of st. Without loss we assume that
Ä Äst g M. Let M [ M l G. Let m be the cuspidal irreducible Brauer
Ä .character E M, s and let n be an irreducible constituent of its restrictionl
to M.
For some normal subgroup N of a finite group H and some irreducible
KH- or kH-character a we denote the number of irreducible summands of
<  .a by sum a .N N
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Ä Ä .  .7.3. LEMMA. Let c g S MrL, r be regular. Then sum c sK M
 .sum r .L
Proof. This follows immediately from the equation in 1.11 respectively
. wits equivalent for Harish]Chandra restriction , 3, Proposition 8.1.6 and
ÄM Mx  < .  . <Corollary 3.7 by counting summands of T c and T c .ÄM LL L
Ä Ä7.4. PROPOSITION. Let A [ TT , that is, the maximal subgroup of T suchl
 .  .that T has index a power of l in A. Then sum m s sum r .M LA
Ä Ä .Proof. Let again c be the regular character in S MrL, r and let SK
Ä Ä .be the union of all series E M, s9 with s9 g M semi-simple of order
w xprime to l. By 2, Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 1.7 we can apply Lemma
Ä  .  . 1.6 with M \ N and M \ H. Thus sum m s sum c recall that cA M MA AÄ .is the only character in E M, s with constituent m on reduction modulo
.l . By Clifford theory and Lemma 3.12 it follows that the latter is equal to
 .sum c by Lemma 7.3.M
7.5. LEMMA. Let A be defined as in Proposition 7.4. Let c be a cuspidal
Ä .  .  .irreducible character in E M, s . Then sum c s sum m .l M MA A
ÄProof. Let Y be the O-lift of the projective cover of a kM-module with
 .Brauer character m s c . Let X [ p Y . Then X affords c as Y isÄM , c .
Äan indecomposable direct summand of the Gelfand]Graev lattice of M
<and thus is multiplicity free. In particular, X is semi-simple by CliffordMA
theory.
<We now show that for X 9 an indecomposable direct summand of X ,MA
Ä Ä .  .X 9 is indecomposable. Consider the action of Irr MrM on Irr M viaA
Ä< <multiplication of characters. As M : M is prime to l, every elementa
Ä .different to c in the Irr MrM -orbit containing c lies in some seriesA
Ä .E M, s9 with s9 ⁄ s. Thus it is not a constituent of the characterÄl M
  .. <  < .afforded by Y. It follows that p Y s p Y , where C isÄ M MM , c . M , C .A AA
< <the set of irreducible constituents of c . Now Y and thus Y areM MA A
 .  .projective. However, by definition of M , C -quotients, the M , C -quo-
tient of some indecomposable direct summand of Y is indecomposable or
 .zero, thus X 9 s p Y 9 for some indecomposable direct summand Y 9M , C .A
 .of Y . Moreover, again by definition of M , C -quotients, X 9 is then alsoMA
<indecomposable. As X is semi-simple, it follows that X 9 is irreducible.MA
On the other hand, X is O-free and thus so is X 9, that is, X 9 affords some
irreducible KM -module which must be some irreducible summand ofA
<c .MA
  ..7.6. COROLLARY. Let c be a cuspidal irreducible character in E M , s .l A
Then c is irreducible. On the other hand, e¤ery irreducible cuspidal kM -A
character is liftable.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.5 and Corollary 3.10 respectively
.the generalization to groups M of the latter .A
Ä .7.7. COROLLARY. Let c g E M, s be cuspidal and irreducible. Thenl
 .  .sum m s sum r .M l9 L
Proof. Let M be defined as in Proposition 7.4. By Clifford theory, theA
 .number of summands of the restriction to M of some irreducible Brauer
character of M is a power of l. Now the assertion follows for m fromA
Proposition 7.4. For ordinary characters the assertion follows from Lemma
7.5.
Ä m i .  .7.8. PROPOSITION. Let M , GL q =  GL q . Then there ex-m iG m i
Ä .  .ists a cuspidal irreducible character b in E M, s such that sum b sl M
 .  .sum r ? gcd q y 1, m .L l
Proof. First we remark that in case that l does not divide q y 1 the
assertion follows trivially from Lemma 7.3 and Proposition 7.4 as in this
Ä . <case T F T . Thus we assume for the remainder of the proof that l q y 1.l
Ä Ä Ä .Let T be the Coxeter torus of M containing st and u g Irr T suchst stÄM Ä Ä Ä .that "R u g E M, st is irreducible. Let T be a maximal torus of GÄs tT st
Ä Ä Ä Äwith F-fixed points T. Let W be the Weyl group of T and let W be thest st s t s t
Ä ÄF-fixed points of W. Then W is canonically isomorphic to the F-fixedst st
Äpoints W of the Weyl group of T [ T l G. Moreover, the group ofst st st
Ä ÄF-fixed points of T is equal to T [ T l G. As T is a Coxeter torus, itsst st s t s t
ÄWeyl group W is abelian. Moreover, if u 9 s uu for some u of order ast 1 1ÄM Ä .power of l, then "R u 9 g E M, s .Äs tT l
Ä .  .As c is multiplicity free for every c g Irr M , it follows from Eq. 1M ÄMw x  .and 3, Theorem 7.3.4 that sum "R u is equal to the order of theÄM st T
<stabilizer group in W of u .s tTst
u may be viewed as the tensor product of the characters u and u , thel l9
former of l-power order the latter of order prime to l. The stabilizer group
Stab of u in W is the intersection of the stabilizer groups Stab and Stabst l l9
of u and u in W, respectively. From Corollary 7.7 it follows thatl l9 st
< <  .Stab s Stab s sum r . As W is an abelian group, we thus canl9l9 L st
restrict attention to the character u .l
Ä Ä ÄNow we proceed in two steps. First assume that M s G. Then T isst
Äqy1 Ä Äcyclic and T s T . A generating element of T is conjugate in G to ast st s t
 q q ny 1.diagonal matrix with entries z , z , . . . , z , where z is a root of unity of
order q n y 1. Furthermore, W is cyclic too and permutes the entriesst
 q q ny 1.z , z , . . . , z .
We take u X to be a generating element of the multiplicative group oflÃ XÄ Ä Ächaracters T . In case l is odd or M s L we take u s u , otherwise we setst l l l
 n r2 . X a a s 1r2 ? q q 1 and substitute u by u [ u our assumptions forcel l l
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Ä.n even in this case . Let x be a generating element of T . Thenst l
x gcdqy1, n. l is a generating element of T . Considering x gcdqy1, n. l as ast l
diagonal matrix, it requires only elementary calculation to see that there
 .are exactly gcd q y 1, n elements in W stabilizing the restriction of ul s t l l
w xto T . For this calculation in case s s 1 see 17, Lemma 2.13 . However, inst l
w xcase that 4 divides q q 1 there is an error in 17, Lemma 2.13 as one has
qq1.r2 to take u instead of u in this case we remark that for l s 2 and 4
n r2 .divides q y 1, it follows a s 1 . On the other hand set u s u ? u .l l9ÄMThen, with b [ "R u , one can see easily that b is irreducible and thusÄs tT
in general position and cuspidal.
Ä ÄThe general case now follows from case M s G. Consider the group
 .  .m iM9 [ SL q =  SL q . Let b be an irreducible cuspidal charac-m iG m i
Ä .  .ter in E M, s such that sum b is maximal. As the index of the groupsl M 9
 .   ..  ..  .SL q Z GL q in GL q is equal to gcd q y 1, i , it follows thati i i
Ä Ä . <  . < <sum b s M : M9Z M . Let g be an irreducible summand of b .l MM 9 l
Recalling general Clifford theory it follows that the number of summands
< <  . <  .of g divides M : M9Z M . Thus it follows that sum b sM 9 M l
Ä Ä<  . <  .M : MZ M s gcd q y 1, m .l l
Taking Corollary 7.7 into account, the assertion follows.
Ä Ä7.9. THEOREM. Let L g L , let s be an l-regular semi-simple element of LÄG
Ä .  .such that E L, s contains a cuspidal irreducible character r. Let GL q =m
m i Ä Ä .  . GL q , M g L such that E M, s contains some cuspidalÄ ÄiG m i G r L l
Ä Äirreducible Brauer character m. Let L [ L l G and M [ M l G. Then the
< <number of summands of m is equal to the number of summands of rM L
 .times gcd q y 1, m .l
Proof. We continue with the notation used throughout this section. Let
Ä .  .  .c g E M, s be cuspidal and irreducible. Then sum m divides sum c .l M M
Ä Ä . <  . <On one hand, by general Clifford theory, gcd q y 1, m s M: MZ M ll
 .clearly is a multiple of sum m . On the other hand we can choose cM l
 .  .such that sum c s gcd q y 1, m by Proposition 7.8. Now the asser-M l l
tion follows from Corollary 7.7.
7.10. COROLLARY. There exists a reduction stable lift for e¤ery cuspidal
irreducible kM-module for M g L .G
Proof. Without loss we assume that n is the Brauer character of the
considered cuspidal irreducible kM-module. By Proposition 7.8 and Theo-
rem 7.9 it follows that there exists a lift a of n . Moreover, the proof of
Proposition 7.8 shows that this lift can be chosen such that it is a summand
of the restriction to M of a reduction stable lift b of m. To see this we
ÄMremark that u with b s "R u can be defined within each direct factorÄs tT
Ä Ä r  .of M separately. Thus let M ,  GL q and s s s ? ??? ? s withis1 n 1 ri
 .s g GL q . Correspondingly we have u s u m ??? m u . For s s s wei n 1 r i ji
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Ä Ä Ä .  .take u s u . Then W GrM, b is equal to the stabilizer group of E M, si j l
Ä Ä Ä Ä .in W GrM . Let Y be an O-lift of the projective cover of a kM-module
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .with Brauer character m. We take X [ p Y . Then W GrL, X sÄM , b .
Ä Ä Ä .  .W GrL, b as Y is a direct summand of the Gelfand]Graev lattice .
 .From Lemma 3.14 it follows that W GrM, a is the stabilizer group of
  ..  .E M, s in W GrM . Now let Y be the projective cover of a kM-modulel
with Brauer character n . Then Y is a direct summand of a Gelfand]Graev
 .lattice of M. Thus it is multiplicity free. We take X [ p Y . ThenM , a .
 .  .W GrL, X s W GrL, a and thus X is a reduction stable lift of X.
w xFor the last result in this section compare 15, Theorem 7.8 .
7.11. COROLLARY. Assume that l is odd. Then for e¤ery cuspidal irre-
Ä .  .  . ducible character b in E M, s we ha¤e that sum b s sum r ? gcd ql M L
.y 1, m . The reduction modulo l of e¤ery cuspidal irreducible character of Ml
remains irreducible on reduction modulo l.
Ä Ä<  . < Proof. Let the notation be as in Theorem 7.9. As M: MZ G s gcd ql
.  .  .y 1, m , it follows from Clifford theory that sum b F gcd q y 1, m .l M l l
On the other hand, in case l is odd the character u in the proof oflÃÄProposition 7.8 is a generating element of T . Thus for every cuspidalst l
 .  .  .irreducible character b in E M, s we have that sum b G sum r ?l M L
 .gcd q y 1, m . By Theorem 7.9 the second assertion follows.l
8. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS OF HARISH]CHANDRA
SERIES OF REDUCTION STABLE LIFTS OF CUSPIDAL
BRAUER CHARACTERS
In this section we develop a theory analogous to Section 6 for certain
regular cuspidal characters in Lusztig series parameterized by l-singular
elements of G*.
Ä Ä8.1. Let s be a semi-simple element of G of order prime to l. Let L be
Äa minimal standard Levi subgroup of G containing a conjugate of s.
Ä ÄWithout loss we assume that s g L. Let L [ L l G.
Ä .Let t be an l-element in C s and let M be a minimal standard LeviÄG
Äsubgroup of G containing a conjugate of st. Without loss we assume that
Ä Äst g M. Let M [ N l G.
Ä .Let m be the cuspidal irreducible Brauer character in E M, s . Let Xl
be a reduction stable lift of a cuspidal irreducible kM-module X see
.Corollary 7.10 . Let x be the character of X and let f be a cuspidalM
Ä .irreducible character in E M, st such that x is an irreducible con-l M
<stituent of f .M
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Finally let x be a regular constituent of RG x and define x , X ,G M M M 9 M 9
and Y for M9 g L as in 4.1.M 9 G r M
For Gelfand]Graev characters and lattices we adopt the notation of 3.1.
Now we are in a position to generalize Theorem 6.3 to l-singular Lusztig
series. The proof of the latter can almost verbatim be taken over, thus we
restrict ourself to a short repetition of it.
 .8.2. THEOREM. Let M g L such that E M, s contains a cuspidalG l
irreducible kM-module for some semi-simple l-regular element s g M*. Let
X be a reduction stable lift of this module affording the character x gM M
 .  .E M, st for an l-element t g C s .M *
 .  .a Let H [ W GrM . Then H is equal to the stabilizer group of, x M
  ..  .E M, s in W GrM .l
Ä x .  .b Let x g T such that x / x and let a g S GrM, x andM M M K
x .b g S GrM, x . Then the Brauer characters a and b ha¤e no commonM K
constituent.
 .  . < 4  . c The set x , X , Y M9 g L \ P R X , X definedM 9 M 9 M 9 G r M G M
.as in 4.1 is a projecti¤e restriction system. The decomposition numbers of the
 .series S GrM, x is completely described by the decomposition matrices ofM K
 .the q-Schur algebras S H .O
 .  .Proof. We use the notation of 8.1 Parts a and b follow exactly as in
Theorem 6.3. We recall that m is stabilized by the whole stabilizer of
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .E M, s in W GrM . Thus it follows from Lemma 3.14 that W GrM, xl M
 .  .   ..s W GrM, X s W GrM, x is equal to the stabilizer of E M, s inM M l
 .W GrM . It follows from Corollary 4.9, Proposition 5.18, and the assump-
 .tion on X that P R X , X is a projective restriction system. ByM G M
Corollaries 3.10 and 4.7 we get the whole decomposition matrix of
 .  .S GrM, x in this way. The decomposition matrix of S GrM, x isM K M K
 .the same as the transposed of the one of S H , partly with repeatedO
columns.
 .8.3. COROLLARY. The decomposition matrix of the series S GrM, x isM K
lower unitriangular.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 2.5.
Ä Ä Ä ÄLet M and M satisfy the assumptions made on M and let M [ M l1 2 i i
G for i s 1, 2. One might ask how to connect the decomposition numbers
 .  .of S GrM , x and S GrM , x . However, this is already implicitly1 M K 2 M K1 2
done as the following labelling of the irreducible Brauer characters of G
shows.
8.4. Recall that all characters we are considering are in series
 .S GrM, x with M and x as described in 8.1. In particular, x isM K M M
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 .irreducible. Let x be a cuspidal irreducible character in E L, s suchL
Mthat x is a constituent of R x . By Theorem 6.3, x is uniquelyM L L L
xÄdetermined. It also follows that for x g T such that x is not a composi-M
Mtion factor of R x , the reduction modulo l of a character inL L
 x .S GrM, x has no composition factor in common with a character inM K
 .S GrM, x . Thus we can restrict attention to a fixed x . Now considerM K L
the head modules of Gelfand]Graev characters, appearing as composition
G Äfactors of R x . The T-orbits of these composition factors are of l-powerL L
 .order this follows from Proposition 7.8 .
 4Let r be the number of isomorphism classes in Y . NowG, ¤ , s ¤ g O G.U
 .choose a projective module Y , for some ¤ g O G , such that its headG, ¤ , s U
Gis a composition factor of R x and give it the label 0. Its conjugatesL L
Gwhich have a head appearing as composition factors of R x can thenL L
uniquely be labeled with 1 F m - r. That is, choosing a generator x of
mxÄ Ä  . .TrZ G T , we can give Y label m for 0 F m - r in a unique way.l G, ¤ , s
  ..Let p be the sum of block idempotents of the blocks E M, s ands l
G . consider the indecomposable module p T Y compare Lemmas 3.4s M G, ¤ , s
.  .and 3.6 . We now label the modules Y , for some n g O M , suchM , n , s U
M  4that its head is a composition factor of R x , by sets m , . . . , m suchL L 1 r 9
m iG x .that p T Y s Y . We attach the labels of the projective moduless M G, ¤ , s M , n , s
 .Y also to their irreducible head modules and to lifts of these headm , n , s
modules.
Let c be an irreducible cuspidal Brauer character of M9 g L ,G r L
M 9appearing as composition factor in R x . Then we also can give the labelL L
 . w xof c to every element in S GrM9, c . By 19, Lemma 5.7 , this gives us ak
Gwell defined labeling for the composition factors of R x .L L
Now we can describe which Brauer characters appear as composition
 .factors of characters in S GrM, x .M K
w8.5. By definition x is cuspidal and x is irreducible. By 19, LemmaM M
x  .5.7 , a Brauer character t in a series S GrM9, f can be a compositionk
G  .factor of R x only if up to conjugation in N M9 g L and f is aM M G r M
M 9composition factor of R x . Considering projective covers it follows fromM M
Frobenius reciprocity that this happens only if the label of f is a subset of
 .the label of x . Thus a g S GrM9, f appears as composition factor ofM k
 .the reduction modulo l of some b g S GrM, x only if the label of aM K
Äis a subset of the label of x . On the other hand, consider T-conjugates. IfM
x M 9 Äf is also a composition factor of R x for some x g T , it follows fromM M
Section 7 that the corresponding conjugates of a have the same multiplic-
ity in b these multiplicities are determined by the decomposition num-
.bers of isomorphic q-Schur algebras . Thus we have determined the
 .complete decomposition matrix of S GrM, x with respect to a fixedM
labeling of the Brauer characters of G.
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9. BASIC SETS AND BLOCKS OF THE FINITE SPECIAL
LINEAR GROUPS
In this last section we now describe a basic set of characters of G. That
is, we describe a set of characters of G whose reductions modulo l are a
 .basis of the additive group of generalized Brauer characters of E G, s forl
every l-regular semi-simple element s g G*. This set will be a subset of
 .the characters in series S GrM, x as investigated in Section 8. InM
particular, we know its decomposition matrix in terms of decomposition
numbers of q-Schur algebras of type A. As the last result we then give a
w xrefinement of 1, Theoreme 2 for G.Â Á
Ä9.1. In this section let s be a semi-simple element of G of order prime
Ä  .to l. Let C be a set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes of C s .Äs, l G l
Ä ÄFor t g C let M be a minimal Levi subgroup of G containing st.s, l s t
Ä Ä ÄWithout loss we assume that M is standard and M F M . Let M [st s st st
Ä c <  .4M l G and let C [ t9 g C t9 ; t0 g C st . Let IBr be the setÄ Äst st, l s, l G G st
c .of cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters in E M , s . For x g IBr letl s t M stst
X be an irreducible kM -module affording x , let X be ax M st M x Mst st s t
reduction stable O-lift of X , and let x be the character afforded byx M Mst st
X .x Mst
w x9.2. For the following recall 22 and 3.13. We fix some t g C . Lets, l
 .H [ W GrM , x and let W be the normal Coxeter group in Hst Mst Ä Ä Ä .  .isomorphic to the stabilizer group of E M , s in W GrM . For R gl s t s t
 4  G  ..K, O let H be the Hecke algebra End R R m X . As we areR RG M O x Mst st
in case A, the group W is a direct product of symmetric groups, say
S = ??? = S . Let H X be the subalgebra of H generated by the elements1 u R R
of the Howlett]Lehrer basis of H corresponding to elements in W. ThenR
H X s H m ??? m H for Hecke algebras H defined over the symmet-R 1, R u, R i, R
ric groups S . All the simple reflections of S are conjugate, therefore thei i
 .defining parameters of H see 2.1 are all equal, say q . Moreover, if Si, R i i
and S are conjugate in H we have that q s q .j i j
Let e be the least positive integer such that l divides 1 q q q q2i i i
q ??? qq eiy1. Then the isomorphism classes of irreducible modules of H Xi K
 .are labeled by multipartitions of n , . . . , n and isomorphism classes of1 u
indecomposable projective modules of H X are labeled by multipartitionsO
w x  .l , . . . , l of n , . . . , n such that l is e -regular. Here, a partition1 u 1 u i i
 a1 a f .l s 1 , . . . , f is called e -regular if a - e for all a . As X is reduc-i i j i j
G .tion stable it follows that End R X , k m H . In particular, thekG M x M O Os t s t
 .elements of S GrM , x M are in canonical bijection to the isomor-st st k
phism classes of indecomposable projective modules of H .O
We recall that HrW operates on H X cyclically by permutation ofR
w xisomorphic direct factors. In particular, if l , . . . , l is a label of a1 u
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character of H X where every l is e -regular, then every conjugate in H ofK i i
this character also has a label comprised entirely of e -regular partitions.i
 . X w xLet e [ e , . . . , e . We call an H -character with label l , . . . , l such1 u K 1 u
that every l is e -regular an e-regular character. We also call everyi i
character of H which is a summand of the induction of some e-regularK
X  .character of H an e-regular character of H . We denote the subset ofK K
 .characters in S GrM , x M corresponding to e-regular characters byst st K
 .S GrM , x M .st st K , e
 X .Let F be the lexicographic order of multipartitions. Let a g Irr H .K
The algebra H is a C-graded Clifford extension of H X , where C , HrW.K K
Let C be the stabilizer if a in C. Then the summands of H m X a are ina k HK
 .bijection to Irr C . Taking the extension of a to C for wreath productsa a
Ãw xas defined in 25, Chap. 4 and giving its induction to H the label 1 g CK a
we get a labeling of the summands of H m X a . Considering only the leastK HK
 X .element with respect to F in every C-orbit of Irr H , we get by this aK
 .labeling of the characters in S GrM . We denote the subset ofst, x M K , es t
 .  .characters of S GrM , having a label in Irr C bys t , x M K , e a l 9s t
 .   .S GrM , x M compare the definition of Irr H in Theorem 2.5;st st K , e , l9 l9
 .  . .we view Irr C as subset of Irr C via inflation . It now follows immedi-a l9 a
ately from Theorem 2.5 and the construction in its proof
 .9.3. PROPOSITION. The set S GrM has a square lower unitri-st, x M K , e , l9s t
angular decomposition matrix with respect to the Brauer characters in
 .S GrM , x M .st st
9.4. THEOREM. There exists a basic set of characters with a square lower
  ..unitriangular decomposition matrix for e¤ery series of blocks E G, s . Withl
the abo¤e notation one can choose the set
Irr G [ S GrM . .  .D Ds , e , l9 st , x Mst K , e , l9
ctgC x M gIBrst sts, l
  ..Proof. Every irreducible Brauer character in E G, s lies in one ofl
 .  .the series S GrM . The characters in S GrM have ast, x M k st, x M K , e , l9s t s t
square lower unitriangular decomposition matrix with respect to the char-
 .acters in S GrM for t g C . Given an appropriate order of thest, x M k s, ls t
 .characters in Irr G we also get a square lower unitriangular deocom-s, e , l9
position matrix. Obviously, every set of characters with such a decomposi-
tion matrix is a basic set.
 .9.5. COROLLARY. The characters in Irr G and the decompositions, e , l9
matrices of generalized q-Schur algebras of type A completely determine the
 .irreducible Brauer characters in E G, s .l
 .Remark. The definition of Irr G seems to be rather complicated.s, e , l9
w xHowever, if l does not divide q y 1, 14, Theorem C gives a much more
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 .  .convenient basic set for E G, s , namely the characters in E G, s . On thel
other hand assume that l divides q y 1. The parameters of H X are powersO
w xof q. Thus all the e are equal to l. In 12, Corollary 4.4 it has been showni
 .that H S with a parameter q ’ 1 modulo l has the same decompositionO i
matrix as OS . This result can be easily extended to arbitrary Young-mod-i
ules we remark that from the defining relations of a Hecke algebra it
 . .follows that H S , kS . From the considerations in Section 2 it followsk i i
now that H has the same decomposition numbers as OH. Thus in caseO
<l q y 1 we can make full use of what is known of the modular representa-
 w x.tion theory of symmetric groups see 25 . In particular, the definition of
 .Irr G just reflects the fact that the characters of KS labeled bys, e , l9 i
l-regular partitions are a basic set for S .i
9.6. PROPOSITION. Let x and c be two cuspidal irreducible characters in
 .  .  .the series E M , s and a g S GrM , x , b g S GrM , c . Then a ands s K s K
b lie in different l-blocks of G if x / c . In particular, the series of blocks
 .  .  .E G, s can be refined to series of blocks E G, s, x 9 for x 9 g E M , s .l l s
Proof. Suppose that a and b are in the same blocks. Then there exists
a chain a s a , . . . , a s b of irreducible characters of G such that a1 u i
and a have a common constituent for 0 F i - s, say f . Let a giq1 i i
X XMst . iS GrM , x . Then x is a constituent of R x for some x gst i K i M i ii s XG .E M , s . It follows that f is a constituent of R x . By Theorem 6.3 its i M is
follows that x X s x X , thus x s x X s x X s c . The second assertion nowi iq1 1 u
w xfollows from 21, Proposition 3.1 .
Remark. Proposition 9.6 says in particular that two cuspidal irreducible
 .characters in a Lusztig series of G or its Levi subgroups labeled by an
l-regular semi-simple element are lying in different blocks. This is a special
w xcase of the more general 2, Theorem 4.2 . However, our investigation does
not put any restriction on l.
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